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This series is intended for readers of all
ages. Teachers of Yoruba will find among
the books many which are suitable for
classroom study and library reading.
Two new titles have just been published :

...

".

ALO 0
by J. O. Oyelese.

IOd.

This is a collection of traditional Yoruba riddles with
their answers.

IRINAJO
by D. O. Fagunwa.

ElderDem,~ter
-.ltlllte/J

9d.

A well-known author describes his journey to Europe
and his experiences in Britain .

IWE KIKA OXFORD
A new series of graded readers, especially
planned for Yoruba schools, will be published under this title. The Infant-Junior
part of the series is to consist of four books
and a Teacher's Handbook.

MAIL . PASSENGER AND CARGO SERVICES

UNITED KINGDOM· CONTINENT
U . S . A . CANADA

I NFANT BOOK I (Taiwo ati K~hinde: Iwe Kini).
This is a 48-page book with numerous illustrations in two
colours. The authors, D. O. Fagunwa and L. J. Lewis, are both
well known in educational circles in Yorubaland. This book will
be available for school use in January 1949. The Publisher will
be pleased to consider applications from Head Teachers for
.. inspection copies.
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call for reserves
of Vital Energy
is playing an outstanding
part in athletic successes throughout
the world. Record breakers in all forms of
sport and tests of endurance which come
under the banner of the Olympic Games
constantly pay tribute to the extra vitality
and stamina which' Ovaltine' gives. Famous
the world over for its supreme, health-giving
properties, popular with families as well as
athletes, delicious' Ovaltine' is the nourishing, nerve-restoring food beverage which can
be taken hot or cold at mealtime or as a
"nightcap" to promote sound sleep.
' OVALTINE'

!

you can "put your best foot forward" when you have
the feeling of the well-shod man, and when you wear
shoes that are smart and comfortable, shoes that harmonise
with your clothes, shoes that create a sense of well-being so
essential in every walk of life. In the wide range of
"QUALITONE" quality footwear you obtain shoes which
combine style, comfort, fit and finish with super value.

Derived from Nature's finest foods~ripe
barley malt, fresh creamy milk and new
laid eggs from the 'Ovaltine' farms'Ovaltine' is a perfect food in itself.

Vrinh Velicious
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FOOD

THE UNITED ArRICA COMPaNY
LIMITED

BEVERAGE

Builds-up Nerve Strengtb Reserve

Branches throughout West Africa
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THE EFFICIENT DEVELOPMENT of the natural resources
of a country to-day depends more than ever on scientific
control.
For this purpose increasing numbers of trained
Scientists are required.

It gives us pleasure to be able to co-operate in this
important work by supplying the scientific equipment with
which the necessary basic training is being provided in
Nigerian Educational Institutions.
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variety of fresh provisions main.
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conditions.
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INFANT FEEDING IN THE TROPICS

Regular scheduled

A straightforward booklet on infant feeding for nurses, midwives and welfare workers, including an important chapter
on the Milch Goat, by W. S. Mitchell.

flights to five

THE HEALTH AND DIET OF THE
AFRICAN CHILD

continents and

Charity Z. Fiawoo

42 countries, with

A GUIDE TO HEALTH EDUCATION
FOR TROPICAL PRIMARY SCHOOLS

remembered ports

Dr. R. E. Barrett

of call, are a routine

FIRST AID IN ILLNESS

B.O.A.C. Speedbirds.

New Edition

K. W. Todd

•

-m'RMM

2s. 6d.

This book has been written for teachers as a guide to health
education in tropical primary schools, and combines the
elementary principles of hygiene with suggestions as to their
teaching and their application in the life of the school.

performance for
,~~

ls. 3d.

A study of the diet of the child from birth to the age of seven,
clearly tabulated, wherever possible, and in simple language.
Parents, as well as teachers and pupils, will find it helpful and
illuminating.

stops at 57 well-

~

ls. 6d.

W. de W. Wishart and E. Cochrane

ls. 3d.

A new edition of a book, which has had wide success in Africa,
and which aims to provide the native villager with the essentials
of first aid and home nursing. Although substantially the
same as previous editions, this new one enlarges upon the
treatment of tubercular patients in the home.

IT'S A SMALL WORLD BY SPEEDBIRD

Ready Spring 1949

SOUTH AFRICA

HOMECRAFT NOTES FOR
AFRICAN TEACHERS
BOOK TWO: LAUNDRY WORK
E. Phyllis Clark

Probable Price: 3s. Od.

A book of practical advice for teachers, giving a series of
lessons in tabular form. Full details of the preparations, apparatus and pupils' work during the lessons are included.
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For
Brilliant Snaps
Use
'Kodak' Film
Next time you go snapshotting, load
. your camera with Kodak ' film and you're
I

011 set to get crisp, clear snaps.
is not always possible in
these days-it was not so
here. What a relief then
for the mother to find a reliable
substitute which gives such
natural and reassuring results
and is recommended and prescribed by doctors everywhere.

From his first feed of
Cow & Gate Baby shows
pleasure and contentment
-he loves it! And the Mother,
too, watches with delight the
regular and natural growth of
sound healthy flesh and strong
firm bone. Maternal feeding

©3392

Soon

you'll hove 0 snapshot collection that
you'll love to look at - and be proud to
show to your friends.

Made by the world's foremost
photographic firm

West African representative: S . D. PEART, P.O. Box 653, Laeos, Nigeria.

KODAK LIMITED· KINGSWAY · LONDON· W.C.2
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ADE with a base of white Portland

Cement, easily mixed and then
brushed on to Concrete, Brick or Stone
walls, 'SNOWCEM' Waterproof Cement
Coating will keep out rain and moisture .
'SNOWCEM' can improve the appearance
of your building and protect it from heat
as well as rain . Every builder and
decorator should know about 'SNOWCEM' .
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MORE PEOPLE THE WORLD OVER RIDE ON
GOODYEAR TYRES THA N ON ANY OTHER MAKE
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SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Easily Ptepal'ed

Th. chemicallab01'atory of the Gove1'nment
Coliege, /badan]

[A ppa,atus and equipment by
Philip Hams Ltd.

FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND PRACTICAL WORK
Science laboratories fully equipped from our
comprehensive stock of apparatus for Chemistry,
General Physics, Electricity, Botany, etc., etc., etc.
Microscopes, Magnifiers, Balances and Weights,
Calorimeters and everything for scientific research.

Wherever you go, you can always have pure, rich,
fresh cow's milk when you take a tin of KLIM with you.
Klim is the finest dairy milk, in powder form, packed in
vacuum sealed tins. Open the tin, just add water to Klim
and you have milk with all the natural flavour and nutritive
value of milk fresh from the cow. Use Klim in your
tea or coffee or for cooking. Build better health by
drinking several glasses of Klim milk daily.

.. First In Preference The World Over"

ALL SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES

PHILIP HARRIS LTD.

RICH

BODY

Scientific ~trument and Laboratory Specialists

BUILDING

Contractors to the Crown Agents for the Colonies, Colonial Governments, etc.

Edmund Street
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One teaspoonful of Bovril in a cup
of water, or a half teaspoonful of
Bovril mixed in a glass of milk
gives you a nourishing and stimulating drink. Bovril mixed in any
mineral water is a first -class
reviver. Bovril can be prepared
instantly and keeps good in any
climate for any length of time.

Bovril gives character to your
cooking and improves all meat
dishes. It makes the flavour de licious and the whole meal more
nourishing.
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EDITORIAL

E have received many kind letters of appreciation from readers
of Nigeria and are most grateful to the writers and encouraged
in our efforts to make the magazine better and better.
There is at least one reader who does not like Nigeria.
This is a true story. A few weeks· ago a ship crowded with passengers was
travelling smoothly along the coast of West Africa with her course set
for Lagos. Many passengers, including a number of Africans returning
from England, were sitting in deck chairs enjoying the warm sunshine.
Some were reading copies of No. 28 Nigeria, purchased in the barber's shop.
A European reader turned to his African fellow passenger, a very
fashionably dressed young man, and said, "Don't you think Nigeria is a
good magazine?" "No," replied the young man, who was apparently
a Lagosian, "I think it is very -bad." "Oh!" answered the European.
" How is that?" "Well, it shows pictures of bush people; it does not
show the real Nigeria."
This conver~ation was reported to us; we were most interested in
the view expressed, but cannot subscribe to it. We detest the suggestion
that, because a man does not wear a European palm beach suit, coloured
tie and socks, but labours at a craft in oily overalls or tills the soil in the
broiling sun, sensibly clad in the minimum of clothing, he is in any way
whatsoever an inferior being.
Intellectual attainments, character and other qualities of the mind
and spirit are in no way dependent on the wearing of clothes that anyone,
fool, knave or intellectual, with sufficient money in his pocket, can purchase
over the counter. We feel that a night soil man, an illiterate farmer, are
to be respected equally with the people often referred to in our Nigerian
papers as the cream of Lagos society. As a matter of fact, we at times
prefer what might be called the dregs of such society. The latter are often
more interesting, honest, hard working and kind er in action than the other
folk in the creamy, superficial layer of humanity.
The night soil man can well be a more valuable member of the community and doing far more to preserve the health of the people than the
intellectual who just talks about sanitation.
This magazine will continue in its endeavour to hold up a mirror to
life reflecting at times the high and mighty, but never forgetting the millions
of men and women who work out of the glare of publicity, quietly engaged
in field, forest or back street building up the wealth and prosperity of this
great country.
- - - - 0'- - -- HOW TO OBTAIN NIGERIA
In Nigeria this magazine can be obtained from all General and Cash Account Post
Offices, Mission Bookshops, the Principal Stores and Education Offices.
On the Gold Coast, from the bookshops of the Scotch and Methodist Missions.
Copies can be supplied, post free in Nigeria, on forwarding a postal order for one
shilling to the Editor, cro The Exhibition Centre, Marina, Lagos, Nigeria, West Africa.
The cost to places outside Nigeria is 1/2 post free. If desired, a subscription can be paid
in advance to cover several issues.
Readers in England can obtain copies from the Crown Agents for the Colonies ,
4 Millbank, London, S.W.l; price 1/-, or post free 1/3.
The price of all back numbers has now been increased to 1/-.
LETTERS FOR THE EDITOR
All letters for the Editor should be addressed
THE EDITOR, Ni;;eria,
The Exhibition Centre, Marina,
Lagos, Nigeria, West Africa.
Telegrams: "Ednigmag," Lagos.
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A typical street in Yala
Family compounds are on either side and these are enclosed by coarse mats
kept in position with a framework of light scantlings.
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Over the Hills · to Yola

A Y beyond the River Niger, and still further beyond the blue waters
of the broad Benue, its mighty tributary, lies a great portion
of the large province of Adamawa. For the most part thinly
populated, mountainous and isolated, this province stretches for
almost 400 miles along the central eastern boundary of Nigeria. Its extent
will be more fully realised by readers in the provinces of the west, by saying
that Adamawa's northern limit is in the latitude of Zaria, and it extends
southwards to the latitude of Lagos; two western Nigerian towns between
which lie no less than five provinces.
Y ola, the capital of Adamawa province, situated some three miles
from the River Benue, is a straggling over-sized village of mud houses
built on ground only slightly elevated above the flooded swamps of the
rainy season. Parched, burning and unshaded in the dry season, waterlogged and ill-drained in the wet season, Y ola's streets ll,re but the wandering,
uneven spaces between haphazard compounds; family enclosures made
privy with mud walls by the rich, or with rough woven mats by the poor.
Here is the Lamido's Palace; high walled and battlemented. Here
are the houses of his Councillors, the Native Court and Prison, and the
stone built offices of the Native Administration. On the waterside is the
comparatively modern town of Jimeta, or Sabon Gari (town of the
strangers). The galvanised iron roofs of the trading stores appear above
the rows of clerks quarters, small shops, open markets, and a general
assortment of huts and thatched houses, all on ground sloping sharply
to the boulder strewn shore of the River Benue.
181

The main entrance gate
in the high mud wall
surrounding the
Lamido's Palace as
seen from inside the
Court-house doorway .
The inward slope of the
wall from ground level
upwards is called" batter," and is characteristic of many ancient
stone built castles in
Eire.

In Jimeta is the Provincial Office with its staff of technical and political
administrative officers its southern clerks in their London-made tweed
suits, and its brightly turbaned messengers-dignified and courteous.
This is the provincial headquarters of Government, which through the
Lamido, his Councillors and District heads, extends its advice and assistance
to the remotest. valley and the most humble inhabitant.
First impressions of a place are often formed by. the ease or by ~he
difficulty of getting to them, and by the beauty or the ughness of approachIng
roads and countryside. Yola lies many miles from the nearest railhead at Jos.
a journey over roads which in the dusty harmattan are made monotonous.
and uninteresting by mountain vistas shut from view.
Travelling to Y ola by air is another matter. In less than two hours.
after leaving Maiduguri in the north one has crossed over the hilly watershed
of the Benue, and over country where odd rocky extrusions are the only
landmarks in a vast arid plain.
Thin white streaks, like cotton threads upon the ground, are the
cattle tracks of the wandering Fulani herdsmen, and lead to scattered
villages. The River Benue, now at dry season level, sparkles in the distance,
and in a few minutes the aircraft is over the river. In the shallows the
water is green. Passengers fasten their safety be.lts, and the silver D~ve
aircraft glides gracefully on to Y ola airfield. S1X Yan Doka or Native
Administration policemen in pale blue uniforms with scarlet sashes and
fez caps stand to attention. They are privil~ged persons in .front ?f the
curious crowd which has come to see the arnval of West Afncan A1rways
Corporation's first regular service to Y ola, and to-night the barracks will
talk of nothing else but the wonderful Jirgin Sama (Canoe of the Sky).
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Mr. M. A. Gaba of the British West African
Meteorological Service
He is one of the passengers in a " Dove" aeroplane after
a short flight around Yola by invitation of West African
Airways Corporation on the occasion of their inaugural
service to the capital of Adamawa. Such gestures by air
companies create goodwill and are appreciated by Africans
many of whom serve in the wireless and meteorological
departments helping to ensure the safety of aircraft.
Occasional flights help them to gain first-hand knowledge
of the requirements of the air crew.
The Nigerian Meteorological Service has a station at Jimeta. Routine
observations of prevailing weather conditions, visibility, temperatures,
wind and atmospheric pressures are recorded at scheduled times. Upper
wind observations are made at periods throughout the twenty-four hours.
Here, for the safety of fair-haired Europeans flying to Africa, were c urlyhaired young black men, living in thatched mud houses, making intricate
calculations on slide-rules as their fairy lantern balloons drifted away into
the desert night. And on the far-flung shores of the Western Isles in
Britain red-haired Scottish lads set their balloons adrift over the cold
Atlantic so that Africans flying northward to England might safely reach
their journeys end. How unconsciously dependent upon one another are
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Seven o'clock in the Morning
The observer at Yola meteorological station adjusts his theodolite before
releasing the balloon. Hydrogen gas is lighter than air, and when the
rubber balloon is filled with a predetermined quantity of the gas, it rises at
an almost constant rate in feet per minute, while at the same time drifting
in the direction of the upper winds which carry it along. The theodolite is
a powerful telescope with two scales in degrees, one of which measures
horizontal angles and the other vertical angles.
The balloon is released
and then sighted through the telescope. Readings on both scales are taken
at exact intervals of sixty seconds until the balloon drifts out of sight. On
a very clear day this may be as much as 8 miles. The precise theodolite
readings together with the known rate of balloon ascent provide data from
which the force and direction of the wind at various levels in the atmosphere
can be worked out mathematically or more easily and quickly by using a
slide rule. Upper wind observations enable the aircraft pilot to choose for
his journey a stratum or flying height in which the wind direction and force
will be favourable to the course he is flying, thus saving time and fuel. The
south-west wind of, say, 5 m.p.h. which may prevail at ground level may
change to north-east 20 m.p.h. at 10,000 feet j an opposite wind of four
. times the force. To fill the balloons the hydrogen gas is made from chemicals
in a steel cylinder which generates the gas under pressure.
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The Infants' Class at the Elementary School, Yola
The pupds sit on mats in front of small desks. The windows in this
class room have not presented difficult engineering problems, nor can
they be considered as an excessive expenditure of public funds. But
in this sunny climate who cares? Certainly not young Musa and Buba,
the two little boys in the picture.
the scattered peoples of the globe. In Y ola at noon the temperature was
99 ° in the shade.
In February in Y ola the nights are delicious. The brazen heat of
noontide and afternoon has subsided. The bird song and the shrill voices
of children have died with the sunset, and there is nothing left but the
stilly night and the glow of bush fires on the distant hills . There is no
more peaceful moment.
With morning comes a brand new day, a new creation. At this early
hour the sun's rising disc is like a golden coin suspended in the sky. The
last stray bats go home to roost and coloured birds, bright red or bottle
blue, preen their long tails and chatter on the leafiess tree. In the still air
of the morning smoke rises in a straight column from compounds, and then
drifts slowly away as if on the tide of some invisible river. The regular
thud-thud of women pounding corn sounds near and far. Sounds and
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The Rocky Left Bank of the River Benue at Jimeta

The Native Administration Office in Yola

In the rainy season these boulders are covered with water. In the picture the
harmattan haze obscures a view of mountain peaks which stand out in the
distance on a clear day.
sights are strangely deceptive in the dry air; things which look distant
are close at hand, sounds which seem near are far away.
What is the magnetism of water in the mass? The gently flowing
river, the placid lake, or the singing waterfall, all have their worshippers.
To the cataracts of Niagara, to the smooth deep Niger, or to the banks
of the Benue, people go to sit, and watch, and pray. For in the silent
contemplation of such moving waters there is a sedative for the sick, a
balm for the troubled in mind, restfulness for the weary. The sleepless
are told that they must rest upon the bosom of a gentle stream, softly
caressing, sinking, swirling, floating onwards, downwards to the sea, till
the eyelids close in sleep.
On the rocky banks of the Benue below Jimeta boys are fishing with
long rods, hill pagans carrying water pots come and go in file, women
are washing clothes. And in the few shady places the old men sit in the
cool breeze which blows from the river and tell their beads.
In August and September-towards the end of the rains-the Benue
at this part of Adamawa is wide and deep: ShiEs carrying 1,500 tons,
and towing as much more, push their way up to Jimeta 800 miles from the
sea. Timber, cotton goods, building materials, cement, provisions and
general merchandise are off-loaded, groundnuts are sent away. Adamawa
groundnuts are shelled by hand and fetch the highest prices. Now in
February the Benue is almost at its lowest level. For some distance above
and below Jimeta it meanders through the broad expanse of its rainy
season sandy bed. Shallow stretches of jade green, then deep pools of
saxy blue, sandbanks and green rushes, the flat plain, and beyond, the
outline of hazy hills. The River Benue flows partly through the centre of
Adamawa province, being fed by innumerable streams from the catchment

It was designed by Mr. Geoffrey Miles Clifford, then District Officer, Adamawa,
and now Governor of Falkland Islands. The walls are battlemented to be
in keeping with the local style of architecture. This is a modern buildi?Zg of
light red sandstone. Muhammadu Fufore, the writer's interpreter whtle at
Yola is in the picture.

Vultures are the scavenging birds and are protected by law. C!umsy and
ungainly on the ground, they soar and circle gracefully at great hetghts, often
disappearing from sight against the blue sky.
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Nature's Sanitary Squad

ar~a of t~e Nigerian Plateau in the west, and from the high range of mountaIns whIch separate the province from French territory in the east.
This river and, in fact, all the streams and pools of North and Northeastern Nigeria are at this time of the year the centres of attraction for a
g:eat. variety and number of wild fowl. Spurwing and knob-nose geese,
pmtaI1 duck, pigmy geese, and several types of teal, can be seen and
approached quite closely within a few minutes canoe journey from Jimeta.
Fish are plentiful. In the deep pools large Niger perch and tiger fish are
sometimes caught.
It was decided to explore the river by canoe below Jimeta. The
boatman's name was Musa. He had undertaken, after a lengthy and heated
consultation with his fellow boatmen, to convey the bature (white man)
down the river for a "consideration." That this "consideration" had
to be quartered and a compromise eventmlly reached by halving it, in no
way diminished Musa's natural good humour. For in a business deal
your Hausaman is the last person to retain a grudge and the first person
to acknowledge your good sense when he is found out in a small matter of
profiteering.
Musa was a tall jolly gentleman clothed in a beard and in a multiplicity of flowing raggy garments. When one robe became a trifle too
draughty another equally tattered was worn over it, and it was Musa's
secret how he contrived to make the solid portions of successive airy
garments hide the defects of those worn underneath.
There is a phrase in Hausa conversation without which it would be
quite impossible to discuss the simplest matter with any degree of politeness
and understanding. That phrase is " Ranka shi dade," and means" may
your life be long." In ' common conversation this degenerates, or rather
IS purposely shortened to what sounds in the unaccustomed ear like" Rai/kye-deddy."
Musa-speaking only Hausa-was perched on the end of the canoe,
his pole balanced.
"Is the river very deep, Musa?"
" Bottomless, Ran-kye-deddy."
" Are there big fish in this pool, Musa ? "
" As big as canoes, Ran-kye-deddy."
" Is that a duck or a goose on the far sandbank, Musa ? "
" Cormorant, Ran-kye-deddy."
" Are there many wild geese down here, Musa ? "
" Enough to darken the sun like a cloud, Ran-kye-deddy."
" The canoe.is leaking like a sieve, Musa."
" It is, Ran-kye-deddy."
" Does Musa consider that as the celestial orb has passed out of vision
below the horizon, it is time to retrace our voyage to the place of embarkation? "
Musa has an answer and it is " Ran-kye-deddy."

The trumpeters and two of the drummers at the installation of the Lamido.
The trumpeters blow in unison and the sound of their deep musical notes can
be heard at a considerable distance. This type of trumpet is used only by the
Emirs. The trumpeters precede the Emir and announce that he is abroad.
It is very pleasant to drift down the Benue in a canoe around th~
sunset hours. Here, at close hand, is a wealth of bird life, friendly and
intimate. On the edge of the low sandbanks are dapper little stone grey
sandpipers, prettily marked, and perhaps more adapted to some pebbly
beach of a cold northern shore. White egrets in large formations fly
upstream to their evening feeding grounds. Blue-grey oyster-catchers with
brilliant orange bills plane the water closely, stopping their wing motion
as their beaks skim its surface-marvels of grace and precision. Dazzling
blue kingfishers sit sentinel on stray posts or hover with vibrating wings
over the shallows where the small fish lie. And as night begins to fall
the weird minor note of the crowned crane sounds in the distance like
some anguished spirit unreleased. Below Jimeta the river takes a wide
berid, leaving a large flat area of sand. On this the fishermen build shelters
of mats and in the evening twilight these rough. tents stand up against the
lemon sky like nomad camps in far Arabian lands. And over the water
comes the laughter of children from around the glowing fires.
Adamawa means" sons of Adama." Modibo Adama, the first Lamido
or king of Adamawa, and a Fulani,. reigned 140 years ago. The Fulani
migration eastwards was checked when the Shehu of Bornu defeated them
decisively in 1810. The Fulani then turned south and in the fighting that
ensued Ardo Modibo Hussana was killed. His son, Modibo Adama,
continued on page 193-
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AT THE RACES

At the Lamido's installation, a District Head and his retinue gallop towards
the dais to give the" jinjina."

Stirrups or no stirrups, this rider gallops his horse to wm the big
event at Yola races.
In Adamawa the bridles are simple and without much decoration. The saddle
and saddle cloths are of deep rich colours handstitched with wool in a variety
of designs.
190
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continued from page 189

Horsemen at the Larnido's Installation Ceremony
Riders came in from the surrounding country to take an active part in the
celebrations. District Heads and their retinues all arrived on horseback and
presented a spectacle full of colour and action.

A Sergeant of the Yan
Doka or Native Adminis. tration Police at Y ola
The badge on his tunic is an
indication of the interest the
people of Adamawa take in
horses. This is in strong contrast
to most areas of the Southern
Provinces where horses are seldom seen.

founded the. Fulani kingdo:n of Adam~wa with Y olaas its capital. The
present ~amIdo~ Ahmadu, IS t~e. tenth In suc.cession, and holds as part of
the regaha of hIS office the ongInal bow, qUIver and knife bequeathed to
his successors by the first Lamido.
Ahmadu, tenth Lamido of Adamawa, was installed in February of
this year. Twenty-nine District Heads, with their retinues, all on horseback
were present in Yola for the ceremony.
'
All the world loves the pomp and pageantry of a royal rejoicing.
On such an occasion who can resist the gay flags and martial music, the
trumpeters and the galloping horses? Who can but be silent in the solemn
moments, who cannot join in the triumphant cheers? So it was when
the day of the ceremony arrived. All the little world of Yola was there,
and everybody wore their brightest and best robes and their silkiest turbans.
The horses were dressed, and the spears, the swords, the buckles and
buttons of their riders glinted in the slanting morning sun. There was a
general air of festivity as crowds filled the dusty concourse and lined the
enclosure. Lorry loads of spectators, groups of galloping horsemen, men,
women and children on foot, long lines of school children in white tunics,
all hurrying along the dusty roads, cheering and singing to the sound of
bell-clad drums.
His Excellency the Officer Administering the Government arrives at
the dais and all stand as the buglers sound the Royal Salute. Then the
Lamido approaches mounted on a chestnut stallion. He is preceded by
the palace trumpeters and escorted by his councillors, also on horseback.
The ceremony of installation begins, and the great crowd of coloured
garments become magically hushed and still. Then the Chief Alkali mounts
the steps and hands the Holy Qur-an to the Lamido. His Excellency
then rises, all the spectators rise, and the Lamido takes the oath. The
Lamido then takes his seat on His Excellency's right, after which His
Excellency, standing, addresses the Lamido: "Ahmadu, son of Lamido
Muhamman Bello, Lamido of Adamawa, Members of his Council, District
Heads and people of Y ola, I salute you. It gives me great pleasure to be
here to-day formally to instal you Ahmadu, as the tenth Lamido of Adamawa
and to present to you the Staff of Office. You, Lamido, have been chosen
in the traditional and customary manner to become the leader of your
people." The address continues. His Excellency ends by saying: "I
now present you with your Staff of Office and Letter of Appointment,
and in doing so, I pray that with God's help you may prove a good ruler,
an example of honesty and uprightness to all men, a friend to all your people,
and a leader whose first thought will always be your people's welfare."
This is then interpreted into the Fulani language. Coloured headdresses move in the crowd, and heads are turned to catch the words. The
Lamido rises and speaks in Fulani. Then the District Heads come forward
and make obeisance to the new Lamido.
The ceremony ends by the District Heads in turn accompanied by
their retinues, mounting their horses, and from the far end of the concourse
galloping at full speed towards the dais. Stopping abruptly in a cloud of
dust, they rear their horses and shake their spears aloft in their right hand,
which is the" jinjina" or traditional salute. * They then ride away and
mingle with the now dusty moving crowds. To-night in Yola there will
be: singing and dancing, and hearts and drums will beat in unison.
The present-day sons of Adama live and have their being on the soil
and from the soil, as have their forefathers for ages past. Agriculture

* A man when not carrying a sword or spear will go through the same action
and will give the " Jinjina" by raising his closed fist above his head and shaking it.
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" Yola"
This bull was purchased locally for Kofare Experimental Farm . He is a good
specimen and typical of the Adamawa Gudale breed.

Milking time at Kofare Farm
The cow is not yet accustomed to being milked by hand, but a little deception
produces results, and she lets the milk down when her calf is brought within
her sight and smell. Some of the milk is given to the calf and the remainder
set aside for household use or made into butter.

in one form or another, and cattle raising are the basic economics upon
which everything in Adamawa most surely depends. Aeroplanes may come
and go, telephones may ring in the mud houses of Yola, wireless loud
speakers may blare the news in Arabic, but above and utterly beyond
all this there is the solid background and the never ending talk of crops
and cattle, seed time and harvest, profits and losses, and for the great
majority, a daily striving to make ends meet. Farming methods may
be improved, but there are few short cuts to this improvement. What
is taken from the soil must be returned to it, slowly but surely, season
by season. In Adamawa, as elsewhere in Nigeria where farming is carried
out,. this hard manual labour must never cease. The farmer's lot has never
been an easy one, even in countries more advanced than Nigeria, nevertheless he enjoyed a certain amount of freedom and independence denied
to his more regimented salaried brothers. There is, however, the hope
of improving his way of living and of making his labour more productive.
Medical attention to debilitating diseases, education in common health
rules, the provision of good water and the improvement in the breeding
of cattle and corn and their resistance to disease are a few of the aims of
the Development Plan. The Fulani farmer, like a great many of his kind
in other lands, is not interested in statistics or figures, plans or schemes, or
biological formulae. "Show me," he says, " that I may see with my own
eyes, your cow that milks more than mine, and your beans that are bigger
and better and I will believe and do as you do." Hence the methods of
practical farming being carried out by the Department of Agriculture on its
own acres at Kofare Experimental Farm near Y ola.
This farm was started in 1946 and is financed with fund, from the
Colonial Development Scheme. It remains to be seen whether the £3,700

allocated for its upkeep in the current financial year will be sufficient elevation of the gun sights in a province where the target is spread out of view
up and down the hills over 18,688 square miles.
Nevertheless a good beginning has been made on sound lines, and the
present writer, speaking with some experience of the hardships and disappointments as well as the successes and accomplishments of practical
farming in another land, and knowing only too well the provoking inertia
and self-centred outlook of the smaller "bush" farmers, wishes Mr.
Usher-Wilson, the Agriculture Officer, and his African assistants at Kofare
success ' in this important scheme. Kofare farm covers about 2,000 acres,
of which 200 will be arable. Its long anti-erosion contour banks can be
clearly seen from the air. The farm's main work will include the improvement by careful selection and breeding of the indigenous Adamawa Gudale
breed of cattle, pasture improvement problems such as rotational grazing,
bush burning, and the introduction of new grasses. Experiments on the
arable portion of the farm embrace such things as variation in manuring,
improvement of local crop varieties, and the extension of these into cash
crops and fodder crops. In co-operation with the Veterinary Department,
the study and control of cattle diseases is being methodically recorded.
Now in February the land has been three or four months without
rain and must continue so until Mayor early June, when the first deluges
of the rainy season will no more than damp the dusty top-soil. Every
place is unimaginably parched and dry; only the few green Neem trees
with their deep tap roots seem to withstand this awful drought and the
moistureless hot atmosphere. At this time it would be indeed idle to
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A young Gudale
calf, one of a number at
Kofare
Experimental
Farm. The hump
is already showing
signs of development.

At Ko/are Experimental Farm
tell a stranger of the green fields of groundnuts, greener than England's
sprouting corn, or of the waving seas of millet ten feet high, or of the
emerald rice growing where now the whirlwinds gather dust. No one
from the lush tropical verdure of the southern seaboard could believe it.
Yet it would be so, and with the first rains of May or June this farm at
Kofare and all the little acres spread up and down the hot valleys of
Adamawa would spring overnight into unbelievable greenness and fertility.
At Kofare it was gratifying to see efforts being made to propagate
young fruit trees by budding and grafting. Oranges, lemons and grapefruit grow well, and it will indeed be of good use of time and money if,
through this agency, fruit trees of all sorts find their way into every farm
and compound. It is a pity that Europeans who originally introduced
many of these fruits into Nigeria now take so little interest in growing them
in their own compounds. In addition, the Agriculture Officer has planted
some acres of young timber trees which in due course will provide fuel
in an area already sadly denude of growing stock. The planting of trees;
both useful and ornamental, is a most worthy object in any country. With
the exception of a few Neem trees in and around Jimeta, the environment
of Yola has been sadly depleted of growing timber. Only the baobab
seem to escape the fuel hunter's axe. They are :j. mass of foliage in the
wet season, and in the hot days giant skeletons without shade.
The quarters for the Junior Staff at Kofare Experimental Farm have
wisely been built on traditional lines, but using for the walls cement-pointed
sandstone blocks instead of mud. These circular stone houses have a
concrete floor and a thickly thatched roof. They are solid, clean, and
well spaced in each family compound. Experiments with thatch pre-soaked
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Mallam Mahommadu Bida, on the right, Senior Field Overseer, talking to a
friend outside his house. Mallam Bida's quarters comprise several of these
circular stone built houses spaced around a large clean compound.
in DDT might give added anti-termite protection which the stone walls
at present pre-dispose.
All over the north water is the fundamental problem. Even in towns
like Y ola, close to an abundant supply of river water, the Native Treasury
cannot, as yet, bear the cost of a pipe-borne supply. New concrete-lined
wells are being provided yearly by the Native Administration. Many of
these are over one hundred feet deep, and the water is raised by the most
primitive means. There would appear to be room for experiments using
oxen-drawn gears to operate endless water belts. In England horse-drawn
gear is still used as a cheap and simple power supply for pulping roots,
winnowing and grinding corn, pumping water, and sometimes for sawing
wood. With such a gear drawn by oxen, purchased and used on a cooperative basis, farmers ·could raise water for irrigation, grind and winnow
corn and rice, and press the oil from groundnuts. A great part of such
a machine could be made of local hardwoods, which are cheap and easily
replaced. Generations of old mills in England used oak geared wheels.
In Nigeria it remains to give some of our hardwoods a reasonable test
in the part-construction of simple farming machinery, such as ploughs,
spiked harrows and grubbers, spoon-fed drills for sowing groundnuts
and mechanical winnowers.
A great many schemes for the improvement and control of this or
that are often on long term policies, not grasped by the conservative and
suspicious farmer. It is all very well to speak of yields, or measures, or
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Cereals form
the
Principle Food of the
People

G~oundnuts, maize,
guznea corn, and small
quantities of rice for sale
in Jimeta market. Buyers
seem to be scarce, but the
farmer is content; he has
come to town for the day
and, sales or no sales,
enjoys the latest gossip and
the sights of the metropolis.

A mud brick house in construction at Jimeta
This will be quite a spacious and cool building. It consists of a central circular
living room, around which are spaced front and rear verandas, bedroom, store,
pantry, etc. The workmen are engaged in setting up the roof poles, after which
the house will be thatched completely from apex to the top of the outside wall.
The mud blocks are made in a wooden mould and then set out to dry in the sun.
strains, or systems, or pumping machines. The problem is to introduce
these in some acceptable and accessible form to the poor Fulani farmer,
whose sole implement is a wooden hoe, and whose total emoluments
from all sources, might, or again might not, be little more than five pounds
sterling per annum. It is a big problem and one where some small headway
can be made by practical example on simple lines and little or none by
precept only.
Determined and systematic experiments with imported poultry and
imported bees should be considered. All over the north of Nigeria there
is ample food for the upkeep of these two profitable farming" sidelines,"
yet under the Development Scheme poultry seem to be confined to the
Western Provinces. In the case of poultry it is a matter of demonstrating
that a hen must be housed and fed and not left to forage with vultures
on the rubbish heap if she is to be made a paying proposition. The imported
hen, when reasonably looked after, produces a larger and therefore more
valuable egg than the existing African fowl. Quantities of feeding material
can be obtained by putting the " smalls " of maize through rollers which
renders it immediately pulpy and palatable when boiling water is added.
Great quan tities of this valuable feeding stuff was imported into England
from America before the war and sold to poultry and pig keepers under
the trade name of" Uveco." Local feeding material could also be obtained
by the simple mechanical screening of guinea corn, millet, rice, and wheat
into large and clean grains for human consumption, and into" smalls "
for poultry and animals. Egg production in the north could be an industry
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of im~o:tance. The scattered grains on China's rice fields provide feeding
for mIllIO?S of fowl. Hundreds of millions of China's eggs are yearly
expor.t ed In raw form, loose and unpreserved in kerosene tins or similar
contaIn~rs.
By the removal of the objectionable content these are converted Into egg powders and custards, valuable foods which are consumed
i~ almost every country. China's rural economic problems are not greatly
dl~erent from those of Adamawa. And what of " biltonged" poultry?
ChIckens and young ducks boned and dehydrated . naturally in the dry
season sho~ld find a ready market both inside the Colony and in the export
trade. Dned smoked duck is delicious.
More and more local honey is being consumed, but its nutritive value
.
:s not yet ful~y realised. Its quantity and quality might be improved by
ImportIng .actIve swarms of bees, complete with hives, or by introducing
local bees Into the cleaner imported hive.
Excepting possibly the bar fram"es and sections which are made of
spe.cial wood and with special machinery, and the wax foundations which
aSSIst the bees in their i~itial work, beehives could be made locally. In
and around Y ola, and, In fact, all over the cultivated north there is
th.roughout the year .a succession of flowering trees, shrubs, c~ops, and
WIld flowers. Even In the dry season certain trees are in bloom, others
exude a sweet nectar or gum from their branches, attracting countless
th~:)Usands of WIld bees throughout the long sunny hours. And in the
raIny season there are thousands of acres of clover-like groundnut flowers,
sorgum and cotton flowers. Here is a wealth of sweetness and nourishment
waiting to be gathered scientifically and methodically.
. .l he Native Administrati(:>il agricultural staff receive their preliminary
traInIng. at . Kofare b~fore gOIng to the School of Agriculture at Zaria,
or as DIstrIct ExtenSIOn Mallams to outlying stations.
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Water in a Dry Land
An old woman drawing u'ater from a well at Yola. The
well is almos t one hundred feet deep . She is using a locally
made rope with a calabash as bucket. The rope is lowered
and raised over wooden rollers set in the top rim of the well.
The calabash was lowered twice in six minutes to fill this
small earthern pot.

This fine strong girl is the only one of her sex in this class full of boys. But
she does not mind; she is going to be a maternity nurse, and may one day
look after the babes of her old class mates.

Other agricultural developm~nt activities in Adamawa are the Native
Administration Unit Dairy Experimental Farm at Mubi in the extreme
north of the province, a dairy farm at Jirrieta, and an Anti-erosion Experimental Farm at Gombe, all of which are designed to study the economics
of improved peasant fa'rming as complete farm units.
Adamawa Division has a population of 500,000 or half a million
people. Educational opportunities are at present limited to very elementary
schools at Y ola, Jimeta, Mobi, Uba and Michika. There is a Middle school
at Y ola, and a Church of the Brethren Mission school at Garkida. This
Mission also runs one of the largest and best leper settlements and hospital
in Nigeria. It is estimated that the total register of all these schools is
slightly less than one thousand scholars. The office or headquarters of
the one and only Education Officer of the Province is in the Middle school
at Yola.
The Yola and Jimeta elementary schools are mud buildings with
thatched roofs, each class having a small one-roomed building to itself.

Here were small boys who could write and speak in English, Arabic, Hausa
and Fulani. In one classroom there were boys knitting cardigans in cable
stitch, their long slender well-shaped fingers moving swiftly over the
needles. In another room there were rows of very small boys and very
small girls, sitting cross-legged on mats in front of the smallest imaginable
desks, working laboriously at the smallest of arithmetical problems, and
one and all seeming to have the weight of the whole universe upon their
little brows.
The existing middle school buildings are also of mud, but the rooms
are spacious and cool, and again each class is accommodated in separate
rooms. In one of these classrooms the blackboard was covered with the
most terrifying quadratic equations in Algebra. In another room the
students were busy with the formulae of chemistry. In a third classroom
the curvature of the earth was being expounded to some younger boys
by a Mallam who, although himself well acquainted with the rougher
points of spherical trigonometry, was at some loss to explain the disappearance of ships' sails over the horizon of a sea upon which his students had
never laid eyes. Garuba, in the third desk, knitting a saffron cardigan,
was evidently not quite convinced. Had he not been told by the cow
men from the south and by the camel men from the north that the land
ended in the fiat sea, beyond which was the end of the world.
There were also, thank goodness, a fairly well equipped science laboratory and a carpenters' workshop and forge; places of activity beloved of
all schoolboys. In many Nigerian schools not nearly enough attention
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Eleven-year-old Aminu Yola, of Class lv, Elementary School, Yola,
writing in Arabic. He is the best writer of Arabic in his class. Clean
well-formed, even characters were found in all the pages of his neat
copybook.

Hamajoda Yola, of Class 1, Elementary School, Yola, z:;riting with his finger
in fine sand spread thinly over the desk. Pennies for pe~ClI c:nd paper a,re scarce
wzth lzttle HamaJoda, but
with nice clean sand and a
pointed stick it is surprising what can be done.
When not in use the sand
is kept in a box in a corner
of the classroom.

(

is paid to practical work of a creative nature. Such relaxation from the
dry and dreary books and blackboards serves as a welcome rest to classroom
memorising, and in students with perhaps no love or inclination for book
learning brings out some hidden gift for working with the hands.
There is some great satisfaction in working with wood, iron, brick,
or stone. Planing, turning, filing, polishing, and fitting together the
prepared pieces into something which is complete and well done. Very
few people realise the wonderful adaptiveness and sensitivity of the human
hand, and the collaboration between finger tips and brain which no machine
can imitate. So many of us have so very few accomplishments that in a
lifetime our hands are given no more to do than write a name or button
up our coats. Let the carpentry class at Y ola middle school take up some
small task in the building of their new school: a panelled door, a decorative
window, or a teacher's desk. Or let each student with his own hands lay
a stone reverently and with thought in some porch or pillar.
A new middle school is in course of construction. It promises to
be a fine building and consists of a front portion and two wings. The
building is of local · cretaceous sandstone which is easy to work, makes
coniinued on page 220
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AT SCHOOL

A boy in the Yola Elementary School knitting a
cardigan. He is wearing
one knitted by himself. In
the cold days of December
and January thick clothing
is in great demand and
these knitted garments find
a ready market.

THE ART OF SPINNING

LEARNING ARITHMETIC

Little Miss A'ishatu Yola
Hadizatu

She is learning how to add up her pennies and half-pennies. Her head dress
is a strip of imported cloth and has been artfully folded and tied without the
aid of a mirror.

In Class IV, Elementary School, Yola, she learns to spin cotton. This is one
of the subjects taught by a woman instructor. Hadizatu is wearing a cloth
woven by hand from the thread she has learned to spin.
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The Lamido and his Council. Left to right: (1) Mallam Mahmudu Ribado, the Ma'aji or Native Treasurer. (2) Mallam Modibo
Ahmadu, the Legal Councillor. (3) Mallam Aminu, the Galadima of Yola (Lord Mayor). (4) The Lamido. (5) Mallam Muhammadu,
the Waziri. (6) Hamman Gabdo, the Chief Alkali (Chief Justice). (7) Mallam Musa, the Wakili (Liaison Councillor).
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Fruits on a Date
Palm
Isolated date palms grow
and bear fruit in many
parts of Northern Nigeria
but seldom reach the per.,.
fection attained on the
North African Coast.
This may be due to lack
of proper attention and
cultivation rather than
climatic differences .

The Lugard Sword
Lord Lugard is said to have introduced ceremonial swords as part of the regalia
of Northern Emirs.

Adenium
This flowering shrub (Hausa
name, KAR Y A) grows to
about six feet high and
flourishes in the dry sandy
soils of Northern Nigeria.
It grows in profusion at
Yola, where in February its
masses of pale pink flowers
brighten the arid landscape.
The branches are extremely
soft and rubbery and when
broken pour out quantities
of milky sap or latex. Leaf
and growth buds appear
when the flowers fall, and
when the rains come in May
the shrub is in full leaf.

A Y ola Farmer

I

This young man is resting
with his load of guinea
corn. Millet and guinea
corn are usually stored" in
the head" in circular mud
built granaries raised off
the ground as a protection
against damp, vermin and
ants. The heads of corn
are removed, threshed, and
ground into flour according
to household requirements.
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Hundreds of Baobab trees
(Adansonia digitata) grow
in and around Y ola and
Jimeta . The picture shows
the tree in February with
its fruits as large as footballs, hanging from the
branches . Adansonia
digitata,
called
after
Adanson, an early French
botanical explorer in West
Africa, is widespread in
Africa from Senegal to
-Bechuanaland. The inner
bark yields a strong fibre,
the leaves and seeds are
edible, and many parts of
the tree are used medicinally.

---......... _----------_ •.

These f~ur cot~on caps ~re m,!de with odd pieces of homespun cotton cloth as a
foundatIOn, qUllted to glve stiffness, and then embroidered in colours.

THE BAOBAB

Take one
spoonful
after meals
Nurse Asta Yola, of the
Native Administration
Dispensary, Yola .
A
buxom, cheerful girl, Asta
not only measures out
medicines, but in somewhat
dowdy surroundings is herself an example of those
greater healers, cleanliness
and good humour.

1

Fruits of the Baobab tree. In February these large fruits have a thin,
hard woody shell with a velvety light brown appearance. The tree itself is
sometimes called the " Monkey Bread Tree," as its fruits are liked by the
red Patas monkey. It is also called the" Cream of Tartar Tree" as the
pulp inside the fruit contains free tartaric acid and potassium acid tartrate,
which is made into a food called in Hausa "Dandare." When this picture
was taken the pulp inside the fruit had contracted to lumps of white powder
adhering to long fibres or membranes attached to the inner side of the shell.
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BUILDING
- -- 0---

Putting the finishing
touches to cement pointing of sandstone blocks in
the new Middle School
now under construction at
Y.ola.

Building a Wall
A mud wall nearing completion. The wet mud sets hard and quickly in the
dry atmosphere. As protection against the erosion of heavy rain, goats hair or
straw is sometimes kneaded into the final coating. By adding pounded beans
from the tree, which have an oil content, a degree of waterproofing is effected.
These additions, however, invariably attract termites, which soon honeycomb
the wall and make it more porous than before. No cheap and satisfactory
method for preventing this termite infestation seems to have been evolved.*
" This mud wall," says the termite or white ant, " is my home, and here I
intend to stay in spite of your Rents Acts and Town Planning, or your poisons,
fumes, and zinc sheeting. For I am in the clay and of the clay, in numbers
incalculable and indestructible."

Close-up view of a pillar at
the new Middle School,
Yola. The keyed jointing
of grey concrete harmonises
with the warm brick-red
tones of the local sandstone.
An equally pleasing type of
jointing may be seen in the
picture on page 197 where
the raised line of cement
follows the contour of the
stonework.

Since the above was written, an interesting item, "Bitter Maniocs a~d Termites," by
E. B. Stilz, writing in the" Congo Mission News," has come to light. The writer says, .
" The outside part of the bitter manioc contains prussic acid, which is deadly poison. If
the fresh manioc is pounded up and mixed with water, it makes a solution that seems to repel
the termites completely. The water from it can be used in brick mortar or in the mud used in
making the walls native style. One house treated in that way does not have a sign of a
termite after seven years." Manioc is the common cassava root.
We are grateful to Mr. Stilz for this useful suggestion and hope that Nigerian readers will
send us the resl-llts of their experiments. We are, however, constrained to remember certain
official stationery books in Nigeria whose covers are labelled with the warning that a most
potent and distasteful insecticide has been used in their manufacture. Nigerian bookworms
and termites are agreed that the delicate flavour of the labels is only exceeded by the nutritious
quality of the cardboard covers, which are a complete diet in themselves .

*
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Four members of the Adamawa Police Force in training at Yola for t.he regional
sports at Kaduna . Winners at Kaduna go to Lagos to compete m the AllNigeria Police Force Finals .

These four lads are just out of school for the day and are off to enjoy a ride.
There was room for one more, but possibly the horse said, " Look here, boys,
have you ever heard the story about the camel and the last straw? "
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. Ex-serviceman S . Y. Tarfa, of the Agriculture Department, Yola . He is
th~ holder of the 1948 Nigerian Three Miles Championship Cup and Medal.
Tzme, 14 mins. 57.3 seconds. This Challenge Cup was presented by Mr.
Gerard Howe, K .C:, a!ld Mrs. Howe. He is one of the athletes chosen to
represent Nzgerza at the Olympic Games in England this year.

These four fluffy kittens don't mind the noon heat at Jimeta .
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A DECORATIVE TABLE MAT

A Trader
This Arab has come
from neighbouring territory to do business in
Yola ..

The Water Carriers

These small mats (Hausa "Fefe") are made in sizes from four inches to
eighteen inches, and are mostly used as pot covers but are sometimes used as trays
by market women. There are many designs and the colours are rich browns
and reds. A variety of raffia is used as binding for a thin central core of the
same material laid lengthwise. The thin rope thus formed is wound spirally
on itself until the desired size of mat is reached. The length and colour of the
raffia binding provide the design which is formed during the making of the
mat. The mats are slightly" dished" or concave which gives rigidity. It is
not known whether this feature is an intended one, but it shows some knowledge
of mechanical stresses. Europeans in Nigeria sometimes use these colourful
mats as plaques for wall decorations.

The "!uscular boys come fr01!l pagan districts in the hills to earn money by
,carrymg water from the rzver to house~olders in Jimeta, a distance of
perhaps half a mIle. ~o l~~ger con~en~,wlth a leafy skirt, the wives of these
young men are becomm~ expensIve and demand from their husbands
at least one pIece of cotton dress for special occasions.
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A YOLA SCHOOLGIRL

A YOLA PORTRAIT

Miss A'ishatu Yaji

Please take my Picture

How can the boys in class with Miss A'ishatu Yaji be expected to give all
their attention to their lessons!

This little Fulani girl holds her head as a well-shaped head should be
held. She has put on her new plush dress and her best necklace and ear
rings, just to please the photographer.
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of the country. Gradually young men of great ability who have the welfare
of the country at heart will be admitted into councils."
And what 'is the welfare of your country? Is it not that you, the
coming young men of your time, should, after leaving school, return
to your hearths and homes, to the cattle and the crops, determined that
your education shall make possible the improvement and enrichment of
these things for yourselves and the future sons of Adama. Then will you
be worthy of a place in the councils of men in the affairs of Adamawa.
Criticisms have recently been made about the suitability of the police
force uniforms in Nigeria. However, no one can but agree that they
are always clean and neat, and that the police barracks and compounds
everywhere are designed and kept in order by some interested and regulated
master mind. Even distant dusty Adamawa is no exception. There is a
crease in every pair of trousers and a shine on every buckle and belt as
members of the force on guard at Y ola airport stand to attention around
the aircraft. The Jirgin Sama is ready and in a few minutes this canoe of
the sky with her engines roaring, carries us away from Y ola into
the morning mists.
Days, like people, give more when they are not approached in too
stern a spirit. These notes are a simple record of a few short days spent
wandering lazily in and around Y ola without a watch and without a calendar.
Stern realities, hard facts and figures, and the rush of modern times have
no place in this record, as they have no place in Adamawa. There the
sun's lengthening shadow calls a time of prayer, and life is ordered by
phases of the moon.
W.H.L.

Farmers in from the hills
They. carry bows t;md arrows for protection, as well as for
shootmg small ammals or birds for food. The man on the
lef! is carrying ~ heavy hand-woven cotton blanket of
brzght colours whzch he uses as a cloak and as a sleeping
cover at night.
continued from page 202

a cool a?d pleasant change from drab concrete, and gives an air of solidity
and deSIgn to the structure. The school is well situated on a hill and
when the large airy .classrooms are filled with students it will be a w~rthy
and progressive landmark in Adamawa.
But it must teach that book learning is not enough; that in the
common rounds and contacts of life two plus two are not always four and
that th~ wheels of daily life move not only by the squares and cub~s of
mechamcal fo~ce, but also by the sweat, courage, initiative and honesty of
those who gUIde them.
How mar:y of the b?ys in .all these schools would go away beyond the
?orders o~ theIr country Into bIrdcage offices to clerking posts of pen and
Ink. WhIch of t~em would take up agriculture or veterinary work for the
betterment of theIr. homeland? Oh! schoolboys of Y ola, listen to the
words of your LamIdo on the day of his installation. "I am aware that the
world is changing rapidly. People demand more social services and better
government, and the educated young men wish to have a say in the affairs
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Challenge Cups
Five out of these six silver Challenge Cups have been presented to the Amateur
Athletic Association of Nigeria in connection with the All-Nigeria Open Athletic
Championships. The one in the middle is the Nigeria versus Gold Coast Athletic
Competition Cup, which was won in 1947 by Nigeria, by 30 points to 26. The
others are, left to right, Challenge Cup presented by the Association's President,
Mr. G. L. Howe, K.C., for the Three Miles Race; Challenge Cup presented by
the Association's second Patron, Mr. G. Beresford Stooke, C.M.G., for the One
Mile Race; Challenge Cup presented by Messrs. United Africa Company
Limited, for the Quarter Mile Race; Challenge Cup presented by Mr. O. A.
Omololu, M.B.E., for the Half Mile Relay Race, and Challenge Cup presented
by Major John Malcolm for the High Jump.

ATHLETICS IN NIGERIA

T

By V. B. V.

POWELL.

He is a member of the U.A.C. Amateur Athletic Club. Educated at
St . Gre~ory's College, Lagos. . Holder of both Nigerian and Grier Cup
records In the Pole r:ault-:-Helght 12 feet ot inch, and Nigerian 1947
P~le
al!lt Cha"!pwnshlp Medal. One of the athletes representing
Nlgena In the FIrst, .Inter-Colonial Athletic Match between Nigeria
and the Gold <i:o,!st In 1947. Has been selected to join the Nigerian
athletIc team to the United Kingdom this year.

WENTY years ago, the best athletic performances were to be found
at the Nigeria Regiment Sports held annually at Kaduna. The
Battalion Sports, prior to the Kaduna Meeting, provided an
athletic leaven throughout the country at such centres as Ibadan,
Kano and Calabar. These sports produced some very fine runners. A-madu
Panshin of the 4th Battalion, who won the mile and 10 miles cross-country
for years on end, at first couldn't be beaten, but towards the end one began
to feel that it was r.a ther-at least in the cross-country race~that the
youngst~rs wouldn't Instead of couldn't beat the old master.
In the same period there were only two other competitions which
had any far-reaching effect. The Urling Smith Shield for the Arts and
Crafts Schools in the Northern Provinces and the triangular meeting
between the Teacher Training Colleges-St. Andrew's College, Oyo; the
Baptist College, Ogbomosho; and Wesley College, Ibadan. In the latter
competition, St. Andrew's College was always pre-eminent and the UrlingSmith Shield gave us the almost mythical figure of Bukar Ajigen with his
10 seconds hundred and 52.6 seconds quarter. So mythical in fact, that
not so long ago one Southern newspaper was led to declare that he had
died as the result of his great efforts on the track. This" obituary" gave
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I. C. Ekpeti, of Warri

r:

c. A.

Ibisi

of Onitsha
Educated at St. Gregory's
College, Lagos. Holder of
both Nigerian and Grier Cup
records in 120 yards Hurdles
3 feet 6 inches in 15.4 secs.,
and 3 feet 3 inches in !5.6
seconds. Holder of the 1947
and 1948 Nigerian 120 yards
Hurdles Championship
Medals. One of the athletes
representing Nigeria in the
First Inter-Colonial Athletic
Match between Nigeria and
the Gold Coast in 1947.
Has been selected to join the
Nigerian athletic team to the
United Kingdom this year.

K. A. B. Olowu
of Lagos
Member of the Lagos
Amateur Athletic Club.
Educated at the C.M.S.
Grammar School, Lagos .
Nigerian record holder of
the Long Jump of 23 feet
2 inches. Holder of the
1947 and 1948 Nigerian
Long Jump Championship
Medals. One of the athletes representing Nigeria
in the First Inter-Colonial
Athletic _ Match between
Nigeria and the Gold
Coast in 1947.

G. A. Garrick
He created, the Nigerian
High Jump record of
6 ft. 3t ins. in 1938.

much pleasure to at least one person-a very hale and hearty Bukar Ajigen
teaching in the North and still an athletics enthusiast.
The early thirties saw the dawn of school athletics. In 1931, the
Aionian Group of Schools in the Western Provinces started a competition
followed in 1933 by the inauguration of the Grier Cup Competition also in
the West. The Fisher Shield Competition in the East completed the
regional cycle of inter-school athletic competition which was rounded off
by the Hussey Shield Competition between teams representing the schools
in the Northern and Southern Provinces. The Aionian Shield and Grier
Cup competitions have gone from strength to strength; but the Fisher
Shield and Hussey Shield Competitions, after reaching a zenith in 1939,
lapsed during the war; but it is hoped that both competitions will soon be
revived to give much needed balance to school athletics through Nigeria.
This period produced some outstanding athletes in the South. G. A.
Garrick's 6 ft. 3t in. in the High Jump in 1938 still stands as the Nigerian
record while H. ]. Ekperigin's 22 ft. 2t in. in the Long Jump in 1937 was
not eclipsed until 1946. No less outstanding was Shehu Kafin Madaki's
Cricket Ball throw of 111 yds. 8 in. in 1932. In 1935, ]. K. Oye raised the
Pole Vault record to within a fraction of 11 ft., which was improved five
years later by S. Okoro to 11 ft. 3 in.
Though the athletes are the most important people, the men who did
so much to encourage the development of athletics must not be forgotten.
Some of these names-Hussey, Grier, Urling-Smith and Fisher-are
perpetuated in the titles of the competitions; but there were many others.
In the North there was E. J. H. Bowler, who made the magnificent laterite
track at Kano for the 1934 Hussey Shield and J. B. Gott who undertook
the task of collecting and training the Northern teams. Behind these two
hovered the effervescent spirit of the inimitable Jerry Cornes, one of
E
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I. C. Ekpeti, of Warri
England's greatest runners. In the East, C. T: Quinn Y oung to~led alm<;>st
single-handed. In the West, development IS probably assoC1a~ed with
my name, but no one is more certain than I. am that A. H. ClIft, A. J.
Carpenter, F. Smithies and a host of others dId most ~f the ,don~ey work
that made progress possible. Among the ashes of thIS penod lIe D. ~H.
Holley's lovely plans for a running track in ~agos a~d ,the first ab<;>rtIve
attempts to form a Nigerian Amateur AthletIc AssOCIatIon. The r,lse of
school athletics in the thirties makes a sharp contrast with the declIne of
Army Athletics after the abolition of the Regimental Sports in, I think,
1937.
During the war, the Grier Cup Competition ,alon~ man~ged to keep
going though many of the Army Units held meetIngs In vanous parts of
the country. Apart from the Grier Cup, two threads run through to the
post-war period of athletics. In 1938, the formatio?- of the L~gos Amateur
Athletic Club by young men who had competed In the Gner Cup Competition gave definite form to the desire for the developJ?ent of post-school
athletics. The Police Sports are the other connecting thread. Now,

thanks to the unremitting enthusiasm of R. G. Henderson, the Nigerian
Police A .A.C. has a country-wide influence.
Though the steady progress of athletics, particularly in the West,
during the thirties is impressive, post-war development is startling. After
a rather shaky start in 1944, the Amateur Athletic Association of Nigeria
gathered impetus from the drive of its Chairman, E. A. Miller, and the
ceaseless efforts of its present Joint-Honorary Secretaries, E. C. Pow ell and
S. O. Jolaoso. The three years of this short period have seen the inauguration of the Nigerian Championships, Colony Regional Championships,
an Inter-Colonial Meeting with the Gold Coast, the publication of two
official handbooks, and finally the sending of a small team to England.
This is what shows on the surface and hardly gives a fair idea of all the
work that has been needed to make these things possible.
Though much has been done, a tremendous amount remains to do.
Organisation is firm in the Colony and is progressing in the West; but as
yet it has not been possible for the East and North to get going again.
Up to the present, then, less than a quarter of Nigeria's athletic potential
has been tapped. S. Y. Tarfa's success in the Three Miles in the recent
Nigerian Championships is a reminder of the old glories of the North and
a promise of great things to come.
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Over the Hurdles-H. J. Ekperigin in action
The first aim of the A.A.A. of Nigeria is to encourage and promote
amateur athletics. The Association's rules allow for the formation of
Regional Committees to control Athietics in the Colony, West, East and
N orth. On these Committees will devolve the task of forming Provincial
Athletic Associations within their regions. At present, Regional Committees function only in the Colony and the West. Until Regional
Committees are established in the East and North, the Nigerian Association's
task is hardly begun. The rapid progress in the Colony and West has been
due to the efforts of the few. It is hoped that soon, the" few" in the East
and the North will be driving on to catch up with the West and the Colony.
When that has been accomplished, the Nigerian Association will be able
to take a much fairer sample of Nigerian's athletic wealth than is possible
at present.
To many it may seem that the Association is trying to run before it
can walk in sending a small team to England this athletic season. It
should, however, be clearly understood that a number of things must be
learnt before a fair estimate of Nigeria'S comparative position in world
athletics can be made. This tour is designed to answer many of the
questions that anyone interested in Nigerian athletics must ask. The
standard Nigeria has reached in a number of events- compares very favourably on paper with European standards. In a comparatively short tour can
Nigerian athletes hope to reproduce their best performances in different
climatic conditions, on a different diet and, perhaps most important of all,
different track conditions? How long will it take them to get used to spiked
shoes and cinder tracks? All the athletes chosen have consistently good
records and accordingly should form a very good experimental team.
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J. Adeola at

the Starting Line

Fairly obviously, Nigeria'S present athletic strength lies in the field
events. Performances have been so good that they suggest that the .limit
of natural ability has nearly been reached. Further improvement will
depend on improved technique in these events. It is hoped t~at the field
events athletes in the team will receive expert coachmg whIle m England.
This coaching should not only improve the athletes who receive it; but
should give them much knowledge that they will be able to pas~ on to
others when the team returns to Nigeria. If the tour fulfils the alms for
which it is intended, Nigerian athletics should benefit greatly and those
responsible for the organisation will be amply repaid for all their efforts .
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s.

H. J. Ekperigin
of Warri

O. Omagbemi
of Warri

Educated at the C.M.S .
Grammar School, Lagos.
Grier Cup record holder of
100 yards in 10.2 seconds.
In the 1948 Championships
his recorded time for the
100 yards was 10.1 seconds.
Holder of the 1948 Nigerian
100 yards and 220 yards
Championship Medals.

Member of the Lagos Amateur
Athletic Club. Educated at the
Government
College,
Ibadan.
Former Grier Cup record holder
in Long Jump.
He has been
awarded a Government Scholarship for a Physical Training
Course in the United King'dom .

J. Adeola, of Benin and

J. O.

Majekodunmi
of Abeokuta

of the Nigerian Police
Force

A member of the U.A.C.
Amateur Athletic Club.
Educated at the Abeokuta
Grammar School. Winner of the 1947 Grier
Cup High Jump and
holder of the 1948
Nigerian High Jump
Championship Cup and
Medal- Height 6 feet 2
inches. Has been selected
to join the Nigerian athletic team to the United
Kingdom this year.

Educated at St. Patrick's School
Owo. Nigerian record holder
of 100 yards and 220 yards in
9.9 seconds and 22.5 seconds
respectively. Holder of 1947
Nigerian 100 yards and 220
yards Championship Medal. One
of the athletes representing Nigeria in the First Inter-Colonial
Athletic Match between Nigeria
and the Gold Coast in 1947.
Has been selected to join the
Nigerian athletic team to the
United Kingdom this year.
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LOOKING AT HOUSES THROUGH
THE EYES OF AN ARCHITECT
By OLE HOECK, M.A.A.
THE EDITOR EXPLAINS HOW THIS ARTICLE CAME TO BE WRITTEN

I

N many Nigerian towns new dwelling-houses and commercial buildings
are being erected and a passer-by can obtain much pleasure and
interest by observing them from an architectural point of view, noting
such things as the material used, the position and design in relation
to the site, the type of roof, the size and shape of the windows and doors
the use of decoration, and so on. By looking at buildings in this way the
pleasure of an evening walk in a town area can be greatly increased. Old
buildings are also well worth observing, especially in Lagos and in some
of our northern towns. To indicate to our readers the type of critical
observation we suggest is worth developing, we took photographs of
various buildings, then handed the pictures to a young Danish architect,
Mr. Ole Hoeck, and asked him to criticise the architectural features.
Mr. Hoeck had no part in selecting the photographs sent to him.
He examined them and has written the following notes and the comments
on architecture printed below the reproduction.

Most of the buildings in Southern Nigeria which are outstanding in
any way are built as copies of architecture from foreign countries. Some
of these copies are good, some of them are very bad. To the latter type
I regard the hundreds of houses for fairly well-to-do Africans built like
suburban villas in England. The outside is English, but the inside is
'. altered to suit African requirements. The result is not very good because
a plan is used which does not fit in very well with the elevation, and an
elevation which does not fit in with the local conditions, especially as regards
weather proofing.
Judging from some of the photographs it is evident that very little
care has been taken in making the surroundings of the buildings anything
like pleasant. It is, unfortunately, a characteristic far too common in many
parts of this country, especially in the western provinces. People seem
to think that when the house is built everything is all right and it does
not matter that they have to wade ankle deep in mud or over rubbish to
get to their entrance door. How much more pleasant would it not be
if just a little be done to clear the site of unpleasant obstacles for the feet,
and ugly eyesores in the form of litter. Paths need not have an expensive
concrete finish all the way round. Good clean gravel and large stones
for the edges make a very nice effect, lawns and flower beds complete the
picture. Very much care must, of course, be taken of the drainage so that
the water during heavy rains does not create gullies round a house, and
this ought to be regarded as an essential part of the actual building, whilst
the layout of garden, planting of hedges and so on could be done by the
occupants, gradually as time and money become available.
Another question is maintenance. What is the use of building nice
buildings and putting one's skill and artistic ambitions into an elaborate
decoration if one is not prepared to maintain the achieved.
Far too many houses, old and new, especially in the towns, are in
an appalling state of deterioration. Many are dirty and in need of paint,
floors are worn out and the woodwork falling to pieces, nobody seems to
care. The same apFlies to the towns themselves. Roads are not always
kept up. Rubbish and obstructions are not removed, old trees fall down
and nobody thinks of planting new or:e , instead.
Let us see what can be learnt from a number of photographs of buildings
most of them in Nigeria.
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No. 27 KAKAWA STREET, LAGOS

(Top)
A SHOP AT MUSHIN, NEAR LAGOS
The high gable end with the parapet wall is likely a Dutch or South African
influence, but it is not very suitable for this climate and the owner of the
house may, sooner or later, find himself in trouble when the rain works
its way between the roof and the wall. Owing to expansion and contraction
'. it is difficult to make .a water-tight connection between a roof and a gable.
(Bottom)
AFRICAN DWELLING HOUSES AT OKITIPUP A
These houses of different style are built far too close together and with
not much respect to vertical and horizontal lines; the gable end of the
one house has very fine proportions. The decoration, especially the framing
around the door is good.

LAGOS ARCHITECTURE OF THE LAST CENTURY
This is an example of one of the happier results of the influence of foreign
architecture. The richly decorated door and window frames and the beautiful
wrought-iron rails date back to Portuguese or South American architecture.
The construction of the house is not altogether suitable for this damp climate;
many houses of this type have badly deteriorated. One could wish that a
decoration of the same quality although not of the same design could be
applied to some of the houses built to-day.
This house was the residence of the late Mr. Peter Thomas, at one time
one of the leading business men of Lagos.
It is to be hoped that young Nigerians may develop a sense for the value of
good buildings and nice surroundings. This would make all the difference to
their own community and outlook.
The illustration on t~1e next page of a shop at Mushin shows an attempt
to decorate the facade of a house. The design is pleasing and it is certainly
worth encouraging Nigerians to decorate their buildings and to maintain the
decoration. After some time really good workmanship, not to say an artistic
touch, will give the houses the finish which really makes them stand as an
example of Southern Nigerian architecture.
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HOUSES AT OKITIPUPA
Ag~in a house with nice proportions of the facade, but thoroughly
sp01lt b~cause the own~r has tried to make the most out of the buildings
by puttlng rooms up In the roof space. These rooms are no doubt
unbearably hot and the divided roof adds to the discomfort with
constant leaking. Serious erosion has set in due to the road being constructed down the contour.
POST OFFICE AT AGEGE, NEAR LAGOS
An attempt has been made here to produce an attractive entrance
for. the Post <?~ce, but it ~s not true architecture for SQuthern Nigeria.
It IS an ArabIC lnterpretatlOn of Ancient Greek architecture produced
by a modern British architect.
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(Top)

THE FIRE STATION AT APAPA
This also has the highly unsuitable parapet wall.

(Bottom) A VERY MODERN BUILDING BUILT IN LAGOS
. It is a design which has become an international style of architecture during
-the last twenty-five years. It would not look strange anywhere in the world
except in the tropics, because the designer of this house has paid very little
respect to local conditions.
However pleasing to the eye one may find this house, it is not really suitable
because there is not sufficient protection from sun and rain and there ,is very
little permanent ~~ntilation provided.
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FLATS FOR AFRICAN POLICEMEN AT EBUTE METTA, LAGOS
This is one of the nicest examples of modern buildings in Southern Nigeria.
A construction which takes into consideration all the difficult problems this
climate gives and with very pleasing architectural features.
A most encouraging
design. One will, in
particular, notice the
projecting canopy over
the balconies and windows and the ventilation openings.

A VIEW LOOKING
UP BY THE FRONT
ENTRANCE
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A HOUSE AT IKOYI BUILT FOR A EUROPEAN OFFICIAL
Modern houses to-day are not always well designed as in this example;
what might have been quite an ordinary house has become sophisticated
by adding a touch of Dutch architecture-the chimneys and the small
gable. Unfortunately, the architect has not been able to carry this style
through and he has added the rather unpleasant porches which do not fit
in too well with the rest of the house ;

ANOTHER EUROPEAN OFFICIAL'S HOUSE, IKOYI, LAGOS
This house is rather more pleasing than the one above, although not too
well balanced. The many different sizes of windows and doors do not
prov.ide a restful view. The open verandah over the porch ought not
to be necessary when there is sufficient land round the house, but it
has no doubt been -incorporated to provide the inhabitants with
additional privacy.
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ARMY BARRACKS, ACCRA
Groups of round huts have a neat, picturesque appearance. For soldiers
and their kit they are a great improvement on bell tents. The white walls
help to reflect heat and keep the inside cool. As permanent quarters, round
buildings present difficulties in connection with furnishing. A rectangular
table or bed does not fit easily into a round building without waste of space.
ROUND MUD HUTS, ARMY BARRACKS, ACCRA
The huts are in process of being re-roofed with hand-split wooden shingles.
Tr~se a~e more durab~e than thatch, but their insulation against penetration
o eat r<;>m the s~n IS of less value. In Nigeria several houses have been
r~ofed :with machme-cut shingles, but they are not readily obtainable
TIme wIll show to what extent shingles can stand up to tropical conditions:

THE PALM TREE HOTEL, AP AP A ROAD, LAGOS
Well kept gardens and lawns are an excellent feature of the surroundings.
This house was probably built many years ago and much money was spent
on decoration. The many windows in the roof are a disadvantage and
tend to spoil the harmony of the architecture.
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This example from Accra on the Gold Coast, of modern architecture has "got a number of very valuable details. The louvres under the eaves
of the roof are very good, although rather expensive. They provide
protection and still allow for full ventilation. So also are the peculiar .
square holes in the walls . They are provided with pieces of glass, half
the depth of the hole, so that ventilation and light have free access
whereas the rain is kept out. The building has got pleasing features,
but there is not much protection from the sun over the lower part of the
walls.

[Photo : W .A ,P,S .

THE AFRICAN CLUB HOUSE, KATSINA
Outstanding good examples of architecture are to . be found in Northern
Nigeria. The proportions are normally very,good and the pICt~r~~que e~~ct~
are excellent, even in this case where there IS nothmg of the nc y mou ~
'
h e d fronts which are , such a well-known feature of ArabIc
an d w h lte-was
architecture.

An Army motor cycle messenger at the front door. During the
war time this building was used as the headquarters of the
Resident Minister and now as the office of the West African
Governors' Conference.

Many buildings put up to-day in Southern Nigeria are built in cement
blocks or are cement faced. To do away with the monotony of these
buildings much has been tried out in the way of cheap decoratIOn. One
of the simplest methods is to press a stamp of one or another form
into a newly plastered wall. The pa~tern can be left to a local craftsman
who has got artIstIc ambitIOns.
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The craftsmanship of many
builders in Nigeria requires improving. So long
as no proper apprenticeship system or training
courses exists one cannot
expect building joiners and
bricklayers to take a pride
in their craft and produce
accurate work. The introduction of a spirit level is
probably one of the first
essentials. Up to now,
local builders have not
cared very much whether
the windows and doors or
even walls were out of the
vertical
or
horizontal
plane, even a straight line
does not seem to have any
attraction for most villagers.

,
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Learning from our Neighbours

KITCHEN OF A EUROPEAN HOUSE AT ACCRA
This is a remarkably nice example of a kitchen block. The house is made
mosquito and fly proof and the quality of the materials is unusually high.
It is a great pity that sufficient good burn,t bricks and roof tiles are not
produced in Nigeria on a big scale as they are in other colonies in West
Africa and, indeed, in the Belgian Congo, because burnt bricks and
tiles when properly made are far the best building materials for this
country. Clay tiles are much cooler than cement tiles.
The extension of the roof over the entrance door is not a very happy
one. It creates a very complicated construction and it is likely to give
trciub!e after some y~ars. It will also be noticed that the gutter from
the bIggest roof has Its outlet over the entrance door. Anyone going
out in the rain would have to pass through a waterfall.
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A railway station at Kisantu on the Matadi-Leopoldville Railway Line,
Belgian Congo. Here in Nigeria we can learn much from the well-designed
railway buildings and wellkept station gardens of this
line. Every station is bright
with flowers and is a pleasure to arrive at. Coupled
with the excellent upkeep
of the gardens is the care
given to the maintenance
and appearance of the signals, the points mechanism
and the telegraph system.
Old, dirty notices are not
tolerated, everything has a
clean, efficient appearance.
Each station has a brightly
polished brass bell suspended
from a decorative bracket.
This is sounded to give
warning of the approach
and departure of trains.
The station master, a native
of Togoland, wears a smart
uniform. He speaks fluent
French and is taking lessons
in English to improve his
knowledge of that language.
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Total Eclipse of the Sun
C!n ~Oth May, 1947, the event of a
lifetIme at Lagos was a magnificent
VIew of the total eclipse of the sun.
At 4 p.m., after a day of brilliant
sl!nshine, the sky turned black. Dayhght changed for the dark of night as
the moon passed between the earth and
the sun. This photograph taken at
Lag~s shows the splendid corona of
leapmg flames that became visible.
Some superstitious people thought the
tornado of 20th May, 1948, was connected with the eclipse of 20th May,
1947. Men of science do not support
this view.
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THE GOBARAU MINARET, KATSINA
By ALHAJI USMAN NAGOGo,

·
G

Emir of Katsina.

OBARAU Mosque is one of the wonders of Katsina.. It was built
about A.D. 1400. Believe it or not, but it was saId, on the day
when the foundation stone of this mosque was laid, th~t many
people actually saw the Ka'aba in Mecca from. KatSIna. It
happened like this: Korau, the ruler of Katsina, wanted to bUIld a mosque.
He asked all the learned men to meet and mark the right direction to Ka'aba
in Mecca. All the Mallams disagreed and a quarrel arose bet:veen them.
Alhaji Jodoma, a celebrated Mallam, came to the scene and pOInt~d to the
direction. All the Mallams present disagreed, and some even jee:ed at
him. Alhaji J odoma stood calm and exclaimed, "Look, there IS the
Ka'aba," and all who looked up saw the Ka'ab~.
The Minaret of this mosque was very hIgh, and it was extremely
dangerous for Muezzins to climb and call the prayers. Several of them
lost balance and were smashedto smithereens.
Because of this risk the rulers of Katsina decided that any muezzin
should be given 20,000 cowries and one gown for each of the five daily
prayers called. If the muezzin slipped off, the go~n would be used to
shroud him and the money given away as alms on hIS behalf.
As time went on it became difficult to repair the Mosque and the
lofty minaret. It was said when the minaret collapsed that its peak fell on
the ground about 300 yards from the mosque. .
.
,
The picture shows what remains of the mInaret whIch IS being preserved by Katsina Native Administration.

THE GREAT TORNADO
Lagos, 20th May, 1948

HE early part of the day was a typical wet season one, with an
overcast sky, a cool breeze and sunshine diffused through the haze.
Mark.ets were thronged with pe?ple, fishermen on the. lagoon
.
steadIly cast theIr nets on the qUIet waters, office windows were
wIde open, papers lay on the desks. Life went forward along its usual path.
Suddenly, at about 11 a.m., i~k black clouds gathered over Epe lagoon
to the nor~h of Lagos, and the WInd freshened. The initial weather signs
were nothIng unusual at this time of year when storms are of frequent
occurrence, .but observers noted a rapid increase in the blackness of the
clouds, and In a few mInutes there was a terrific storm. It was widespread,
but there. was a track about a quarter of a mile wide where the rotating
mass of aIr moved across the water and land at high speed and with great
force. In a few seconds many hO\1ses were thrown on the ground, roofs
were demolIshed, tall trees lining many of the main streets were uprooted
or had ?ranches wrenched off; as they crashed to the ground electric
power lInes. and telephone wires were wrecked. Sharp edged sheets ' bf
corrugated Iron and even planks were whirled high into the sky, but fortu.nately very few casualties were caused. Someone at the power station,
with great presence of mind, switched off the electric current as the storm
was seen approaching or many people might have been electrocuted.
Canoe fishermen on the harbour abandoned their craft and swam to
the shore for safety, b~t some canoes with passengers away on the lagoon
were caught several mIles from land and upset with sad loss of life.
It was a storm more devastating than anything previously known in
Lagos.
The circular motion was ·characteristic of a tornado. Such storms
c~n only develop in an unstable atmosphere, when there is warm r~lOist
air near the surface and relatively ·cool air aloft. These conditions are
com~on in Southern Nigeria in the month of May, and they are also a
~eqUlr.emer:t for the formation of line squalls. In line squalls the circulatioh
IS ~~Inly In a vertical plane, but in this case there was a great circular
sWIrlIng motIOn In a hOrIzontal plane as the warm moist surface air rushed
upwards. The swirling vortex-like motion of the air can, in some respects,.
be compared with the rotating hollow vortex that forms when water runs
down a pipe out of a bath.

E.H.D.
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The P. W .D. Workshops, Wesley Street
The corrugated iron on the wellconstructed roof was ripped off
and rolled back like pieces of
carpet. In the neighbouring
cemetery of Ajele Street, where
Bishop Crowther is buried, giant
mango trees were thrown to the
ground. The monument over
the Bishop's grave had a narrow
escape from destruction.

Tornado Damage
Ruined houses and streets littered with debris. The top picture is in Oshodi
Street, and the lower one in Bamgbose Street.

Near Iron Gate, Tokunboh
Street
This house had the appearance
of being hit by a bomb.
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The Day After
At Iron Gate, To~nboh Street
This well-built brick house had its roof carried away.

The deluge of rain on the wrecked houses caused much dam.age to the personal
property of the inhabitants. The photograph shows beddzng and clothes put
out to dry.

Parts of Someone's Home
Bamboo roofing poles and sheets of corrugated iron were carried by the wind
from a distant house and deposited in this back yard of another dwelling.

Linesmen of the
Posts & T elegraphs Department

(~

!

/

They had a very
busy time sorting out
and repairing the
tangle of telephone
and telegraph wires.
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" Deck Passengers"
Eight locomotives and their tenders were lashed with steel cables to railway
lines fixed on the deck. Twelve others were packed in the hold of the ship.
A cargo worth £412,000.

TWENTY NEW LOCOMOTIVES ARRIVE AT LAGOS FOR THE
NIGERIAN RAILWAY

T

HE above engine, the" River Calabar," weighing 84 tons and costing
£10,600, is one of the twenty that recently arrived at Lagos from
England for the Nigerian Railway. The engine is here seen suspended in the air ready for off-loading.
It is one of the" River Series" to be used for freight work, and will
help to move for shipping the vast quantities of groundnuts that have
2ccumulated at Kano.
The engines were built in England by Messrs. Vulcan Foundry Ltd.,
and were designed to specification prepared in Nigeria by the Chief Mechanical Engineer of the Railway, Mr. T. B. Welch. They are the result
of much experience, and have many features that fit them for the tropics,
the dust of Northern Nigeria, the drawing of heavy loads, and running on
3 ft. 6 in. gauge lines of the railway. The driver's cabin is as free as possible
from hot pipes and fittings, and is well ventilated. All controls are easy
to hand, and the driver has a comfortable seat. The axles run in roller
bearings. Another 43 engines are on order and should begin to arrive in
1949. The weight of an engine and tender loaded with coal and water is
120 tons. The length is 65 feet 7 inches. The diameter of the coupled
wheels is 4 feet, and the working steam pressure 200 lbs. per square inch.
The water capacity is 4000 gallons, and coal capacity 10 tons. The smoke box
is self-cleaning, leaving no ash deposit. The horsepower is 2,400 at a speed
of 30 miles an hour. The expected working life of an engine is 30 years.
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A SHIP FOR SPECIAL SERVICE

The "Belnor," a Norwegian
ship, registered at Oslo,
brought the locomotives from
England, and was specially
designed for the ocean transport, loading and unloading
of very heavy machinery.
During the war period she
visited Lagos with a load of
large motor boats, submarine
. chasers, for the Royal Navy .
The top photograph shows the
very strong steel cable and
pulley system of . the ship's
derrick capable of lifting loads
of well over 84 tons.

-

A National Flag
The Norwegian flag
flying at the ship's stern .

Down, Down, Steady, O.K.
A ship's officer signalling by hand to the African winch man as the latter
operated the electric winch of the ship's derrick. The operator, an expert,
raised and then lowered the locomotives and tenders to fit exactly on to the
railway line by the wharf side.
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A JUVENILE COURT
By

T~e street~ of Lagos abound in tempting possibilities, unattended wayside stalls
bemg partIcularly attractive. Nearly all boys go through a stage of development
w~en they see themselves, in their own fancy, as hunters or robbers.
Those
wIth a strong spirit of adventure and daring are most likely to find such
escapades satisfying to their basic instincts. If they can be helped to overcome
these , selfish
and anti-social
urges, such
boys grow into
the best citizens.

Temptation
Articles left in
unattended
cars are quickly snapped up.
This is a particularly c.ommon crIme
because detection is rare.
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DONALD FAULKNER

'M O S T of us have known of a case of a young boy stealing property
belonging to somebody else. Perhaps we have seen a boy
,
caught after a chase in the market or it may be that we have
heard of a youth who has stolen his father' s cash and run away.
Have we ever stopped to consider w~at happens to such boys after they
have been caught? We are aware that they are taken off to a police
station but what follows after that?
In Lagos a system has been instituted which is similar to that used
in nearly all the advanced countries of the world. Before describing the
steps taken, it would perhaps be best to indicate the reasons why children
and young persons are dealt with differently from adults .
First there is the question of responsibility. In law, a child below
the age of eight can do no wrong. It cannot be held responsible for its
actions. Up to the age of seventeen, there is limited responsibility only.
Because of this, it is always necessary to make sure that the youngster
really appreciates that what he has done is wrong. The law, in recognising
this, simply expresses what we all know to be true. That young people
have yet to attain adult wisdom. Their moral ideas, the power to discriminate between right conduct and wrong conduct, are still unformed
and confused. During this period of development they often make
regrettable mistakes, which bring them up against the law.
It is generally recognised that up to this age, parents and the home
conditions are greatly influencing the boy. He has not yet grown to be
independent of them, with the result that what sort of fellow he is depends
to a great extent on what they are like. If we wish to know why a boy
tells lies or ' steals, the explanation can often be found by a study of the
home, from which the pattern of his behaviour is taken. Mark that the
boy himself is not responsible for this.
Again, anti-social conduct, that is conduct contrary to the best
interests of other people, can sometimes be the expression of a personal
difficulty. Emotional upsets in the home may cause temporary falls from
grace. A common situation is an unresolved conflict of wills between a
boy and his father or his father's wife. The boy who feels unwanted,
uncared for, or repressed, is a potential juvenile offender. He does not
care what happens.
Finally, let us be clear in our minds what purpose we want the Court
to serve. Is it to take revenge or is it to treat , the boy in such a way
that he does not offend again? Punishment may be effective if it is of the
right, sort, but the wrong sort may make him worse. For example, if he
is sent to prison to mix with older, hardened offenders.
,
The Juvenile Court procedure is so arranged that all the above points
are carefully considered each time a juvenile offender is brought before it.
Let us suppose that a boy named Raufu is caught stealing. The
policeman who catches him does not take him to an ordinary police
station, but to a special charge office in Military Street, where a branch
dealing only with children is quartered. He is charged there and from
now on only these specially-trained policemen will deal with his case.
They will make preliminary enquiries to see if there is cause to prosecute.
They ask him where are his parents. They think they should be called
to come and take him home, but Raufu either tells them that his father
lives in Ibadan or gives an address that proves to be fictitious . So, until
his case can be heard, he must stay in custody in the Remand- Home.
The Remand Home is rather like a residential school, except that the
discipline is more severe and the boys are not allowed to go outside.
G
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Arriving at the
Remand Home /'
The Inspector who
is in charge of the
"Special Children's Police
Branch" hands
over the remanded
boy to the Warden
of the Remand
Home, together
with the Remand
Warrant signed by
the Magistrate.
During the time
the boy resides in .
the Home the Warden will study his
manner and will
report on him to
the Probation
Officer who is preparing a comprehensive report for
the Court .
Social and economic
conditions in
Nigeria are responsible for the
large . numbers of
unemployed boys who lounge in the streets through want of better occupation
and steal when the opportunity occurs.

Raufu has his
Leg Treated
The Matron, who
also teaches and
looks after the
clothing of the
boys, is a skilled
nurse.
Nearly
all the boys need
treatment for
scabies, ringworm, or ulcers.
Every effort is
made to make
them physically fit
before they go out
to try to make a
success of their
lives.

Cooking and Grinding Pepper
The boys carry out, under supervision, all the domestic duties
of the Remand Home. The kitchen is a popular place to
work in for obvious reasons.
The Warden will study him to see what sort of boy he is, and the Matron
will" mother" him and cleanse his skin of the sores and ringworm which
are commonplace. Raufu, used to the freedom of the streets, hates it
at first but as the good food, exercise and training begin to have an effect,
he will feel better than at any time since he left home.
As soon as possible he will be brought before the Juvenile Court.
This is composed of a Chairman and two lay Magistrates, a man and a
woman. These have been chosen for their knowledge of and interest in
young people. Present also in the Court are Probation Officers, Social
Workers, Police, and relatives, but no others. The proceedings do not
take place in public. This is in order that there may be an informal
atmosphere, so that the boy will talk frankly and without fear about. his
difficulties. The Court is anxious to arrive at the truth as early as possIble.
The first part of Raufu's trial is like that in any other Court. He has
to be proved guilty in a judicial manner, but it )~done wi~h. an air of
sympathy and understanding. Legal phraseology IS at a m1illmUm and
everything is done to put Raufu in a responsive frame of mind. . Since
he is not capable of conducting his own ,defence properly, the MagIstrate
does it for him by questioning witnesses and generally watching his
interests.
If the Court finds that the boy did in fact commit the offence it then
has to decide what to do with him. But first it tries to discover lVIy he
has misbehaved.
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The Magistrates of the Juvenile Court

Some Boys have never been

TO

School

Since the boys onl:y stay in the Remand Home for a few weeks, the aim is to
?ccupy them an~ 1mprove t~em a~ much as possible in the time. theirday
1S taken up w1th domest1c dut1es, gardening, schooling and leisure-time
recreation.
All availa.ble information about him, what his home is like, his school
record, past hIstory, an~ so on, this is collected by the Probation Officer,
c<;>llated Into a short WrItten report and presented to the Court. He will
dIscover where the parents actually are and bring them to the next sitting
of the Court. Raufu's naive attempt to prevent their coming to the Court,
so th~t they may not be able to recount his past misdeeds, is soon rendered
abortive under the skIlful handling of the Probation Officer.
In presenting his report, the Probation Officer adds a recommendation
as to the best treatment he feels should be meted out to Raufu. This is
b~sed upon his studX of the boy and the knowledge he gains of the home
CIrcumstances. Quite often, of course, he has met them both before.
U~ually, in cases where there is a long history of truancy from school,
or staYIng away from home, a series of clashes of increasing severity with
the pobce, and other symptoms of serious maladjustment one of two
courses is followed.
'
.The firs~ possibility is that Raufu may be placed on Probation. The
MagIstrate wIll say t? him: "We have found that you are behaving very
badly and we are gOIng to do our best to help you to behave better in the
future. You have a good home. Your parents are willing and able to
look after you. You must return to your home, live with your parents,
obey them and go regularly to school or to work. Furthermore, you
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The Court sits in a large room which has in it little of the paraphernalia
of an ordinary Court. The Magistrates sit at a table and the accused
child stands in front of it. There is no dock or witness box. The
Chairman always sits with two lay Magistrates, one man and one
woman, and these are specially selected because of their knowledge of
local conditions and interest in the welfare of children.
must not keep bad company. In order that you may be helped to straighten
yourself out, a P.r obation Officer will be your fdend, and if ever you are
In trouble, he wIll help you. You must visit him ' regularly and he will
come and see you in your home. If you do not behave yourself, he will
bring you back before us, and we will deal with you in some other way.
This will be for a year and if, at the end of that time, he reports satisfactorily upon you, you will not hear from us again. Do you agree? "
If Raufu says "yes" and his parents promise to co-operate and be
responsible for him, a bond is signed, and his supervision begins.
Sometimes a boy is too unstable for this form of training, or he has
not a settled home life, or perhaps he is incorrigible, then the only hope
for him is training in an institution, called an Approved School. Here he
will undergo a course of character training under specialists for a period
of some years and, if he responds well, at the end of this time, the chances
are that he will return to his home reformed. A happy conclusion which
makes the careful work of the Juvenile Court and its allied institutions
well worth while.
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REVIEWS OF BOOKS
Mungo Park, Pioneer of the Niger.

Mrs. Agbaje, who is well known
as a Muslim leader and educationalist. For many years she
has been Headmistress of a
large mixed school.

AFRICAN MAGISTRATES OF THE JUVENILE COURT

(In Hausa).

Gaskiya Corporation, Zaria.

Read this book. Don't borrow someone else's copy, but buy your
own. It is a book to store in your mind and in your library. It is a
jumping-off ground for excursions into other fields of knowledge. It is
history, adventure and philosophy all revolving around the character and
courage of that amazing Scotsman, Mungo Park.
The writer of the book has made an excellent rendering of the story,
and a grateful public will follow the course of the Niger in Hausa and learn
much of the customs and geography of those unexplored lands which they
could not have done by their own unaided labours. There is thrill and
pathos and even tragedy in the story. And in vivid Hausa the writer
depicts the intrepid qualities of the pioneer, his endurance, courtesy, pity,
his unfailing trust and courage.
The pathos of the story reaches its climax when the hero buries his
friend with his own hands in the bush. But he does not despair; and
here is the magnificent moral of the Niger which this book holds for
Nigeria. Mungo Park, after the loss of thirty-nine of the original band of
forty-one, sits down to write to his chief, " zuciata ko kadan ba ta karai
ba," and goes on to say that he has rigged up a new barge, hoisted the
Union Jack, and is prepared to go east until he finds the mouth of the
Niger, even if he perishes in the attempt. God give us pioneers of this
spirit in every department of Nigerian life. Amin.
This book owes much to its illustrations; we might buy the book
solely for the pleasure and amusement they give. The donkey tossing his
load, and the carrier fighting the crocodile will bring memories to many
a pioneer, while the hero of the story mourning his dead horse brings a
lump to our throats.
I was about to make a very tentative criticism on the spelling, when
I found that "Gaskiya" was right and I was wrong. If" whistle" is
spelt tlsir, then surely, to be consistent, I said to myself, " ice" should be
ais. Hausa pundits will however recognise ice as itace (wood).

E. P.

MILLER.

The Fishes and Fisheries of the Gold Coast. By P . R. Irvine. Crown Agents
for the Colonies, 4 Millbank, Lon:lon. 1947, pp. xv and 352,6/- (plus 7d . postage).
Preliminary Survey of the Freshwater Fisheries of Nigeria.
By J. B.
Welman. f".Z.S.

A. Kudeyinbu II, Chief
Bajulaiye, a retired Civil
Servant, serves on the
Lagos Town Council. He
has recently been appointed a
Magistrate
Grade I I, to sit in a
Court which deals with
native law and custom
cases, the first of its kind
in Lagos.

To be published shortly by the Government Printer, Lagos, and obtainable from the
CM.S. Bookshops. Pp. 71. Price 5/-.

These interesting and excellently illustrated field-books will go far to
satisfy the needs of naturalists and teachers in Nigeria who have no access
to the out-of-date museum text books, which at present contain the only
published information on the subject of Nigeria's . fishes and fisheries.
The aim of Dr. Irvine, formerly Senior Science Master at Achimota
College, has been to enable Africans to study a biology based on their own
flora and fauna and linked with their own agriculture and fisheries. His
book gathers together all the records of Gold Coast fishes, many from his
own collections. There is a useful short section on the structure of fishes,
sufficient for use in identification, and the chapter headed "Bionomics"
is a thoroughly readable account of these fishes' natural history, that is, the
study of their habits in relation to their environment. The chapters on
fish-curing, fish products, fish poisons, crustaceans (shell-fish), turtles and
cetaceans (sea-mammals), and especially Mr. A. P. Brown's delightful
description of the fishery at Labadi will prove of wide general interest
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among Nigerian readers . A large proportion of the fishes covered by
Dr. Irvine occur in this country, and, from the knowledge accumulated to
date, their natural habits do not differ greatly from those described in the
Gold Coast. In addition, members of the staff of the British Museum
(Natural History) have provided a section on classification, an easily worked
key to all the families of the fish represented, and brief descriptions of the
species to accompany the numerous line drawings.
Mr. Welman's survey, the result of many years study, has been admirably produced by the Government Printer. The first half consists of
excellent general chapters dealing with the rivers and lakes of Northern
Nigeria, the seasonal changes in water levels, the economic value of the
fish, and, most important, the natural and human causes of the depletion
of the fisheries. He also describes a variety of interesting subjects which
include fish migrations along river-beds and over land, experiments with
electric catfish, fish poisons, mosquito control by means of fishes, and
stocking of dams on the plateau. The chapters on fish-eating birds and
water plants are likely to appeal to many. In fact, the author has succeeded
in providing the non-scientific as well as the scientific reader with an
authoritative basis of information on freshwater fisheries of this country.
In the second half of this book he has designed a workable key (also in
collaboration with the staff of the British Museum) to the 'families and
species of Nigerian freshwater fishes. With die help of this and the fifty
outline drawings, anyone possessing basic biological knowledge will be
able to identify the majority of fishes encountered. A table is included
showing the occurrence of Nigerian fishes elsewhere in Africa, from which
emerges the interesting fact that over 40 per cent. of the recorded species
have also been found in the Nile river system. Lists of Hausa and Ijo
names of fishes are also given.

P. 1. R.

NIGERIAN CRAFTS

A LEATHER CUSHION MADE BY THE CRAFTSMEN OF OYO

MAcLAREN.

It 'm ay not be possible for you to visit the African Craftsman
III his own home, but he has sent his workmanship for you
to see in Lagos, Tim-Tims from Oyo, cloths from Akewete,
carvings from Benin, carpets from Ikot-Ekpene, etc.
When
next you require a present or something for your bungalow

VISIT OR WRITE

THE CO-OPERATIVE
CRAFTS SHOP
18 BROAD

STREET~

LAGOS

Squash made from delicious local fruit always available

Flora and Bob of Enugu
See

H

In the Train," page 266
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IN THE TRAIN

OW and then in the humdrum experienc,es of life we come across
some jewel in the mire; some small incident of beauty, a word,
a gesture or a smile. Something which impresses by its very
simplicity and which leaves the beholder enchanted for ever
with its unaffected grace.
So it was when I boarded the train in Lagos prepared for the irritations
and discomforts of a long journey by rail. Dinner was served, and we
had taken our seats in the dining car. A few grumpy passengers slouched
over their tables and fiddled with their cutlery. Two stout Africans came
in and sat together at the far end of the coach. Then, when it looked as
if there could be nothing of further interest, an African gentleman with
two small children entered the dining car and sat down at the table next to
mine. A charming little boy aged about eight, and the winsomest girl in
all Africa, some one or two years younger. The small boy wore a white
blouse with blue collar and cuffs, and the girl a pretty white dress with
pink ribbons in the sleeves.
I said to the little boy, who had by now climbed up on his chair,
unfolded his table napkin and put one corner of it under his chin, " What
is your name?" He slid off his chair, stood up, took the napkin from
under his chin, and with the faintest gesture of a bow, said, " My name is
Bob, Sir." It took me so long to get over this display of good manners
that when I had regained my composure, Bob had resumed his seat, put
back his napkin under his chin, and was sitting bolt upright looking me
straight in the face.
The little girl with the soft brown eyes and the long curling eyelashes
smiled at me with dimpled cheeks. I said "And what is your name? "
She replied, " My name is Flora, and I am going to Enugu, Sir." Before
I had time to say what a very pretty name this was, the mother of these
two delightful children came into the dining coach. Bob and his father
immediately stood up while she seated herself. The soup came along, and
then the fish, and Bob used his fork only, as is done in the very best company. ,Little Flora wasn't quite sure but managed very well. The remainder of the meal was served. Bob handled his long knife and fork
with commendable quietness; Flora passed the salt to her father and
altogether behaved like a well brought up little lady, which she undoubtedly
was.
The following morning, and for successive days, the children wore
fresh changes of dress, and such neat and clean and becoming little dresses
no one ever could have imagined outside of a milliner's band-box. By
the time we had reached Enugu, everybody had made friends with Flora
and Bob. They were fresh and clean and unblemished, and so unexpectedly
well behaved; two small specks of nature's gentleness that infected and
delighted us all.
I went to their home in Enugu, just to see Flora and Bob once more.
They were playing on a little green lawn, and there were beds of bright
zinnias, a clipped hedge and ~n archway of pink coralita. Putting their
small brown hands in mine they said goodbye, and I came away wishing
that all the world could make so much-out of so little.
W. H. L.
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The

Leadin~

House for Art Supplies

Reeves' products are stocked by the C.M.S. Bookshop. Lagos,
who will be happy to advise you on latest prices
~
and particulars of supply, etc., and also give you
all possible help in satisfying your needs.

THE DOG

BRAND

xvii

WEST AFRICAN

G. GOTTSCHALCK & CO.

AIRWAYS CORPORATION

(WEST AFRICA) LTD.

OPERATORS OF FAST AND FREQUENT AIRMAIL SEHVICES THHOUGHOUT WEST AFRICA

LAGOS
ESTABLISHED

100 . YEARS

SOKOTO D------OKATSINA

POTlSKUM

o

VOl ...

IlORIN

IBAOAN

lAGOS~

______~~~____-

~TO
GOLD COAST
SIERRA lEONE
GAMBIA
&
SENEGAL

TIKO

Members of

Agents for

INTERNATIONAL
AIR TRANSPORT
ASSOCIATION

PRINCIPAL
AIRLINE
COMPANIES

SAFE FLYING COMES FIRST

AGENTS FOR RED HAND PAINT
Red Hand Paint gives unrivalled protection to steelwork or woodwork, indoors or out in the open, even in the most exposed positions.
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THE POST AND TELEGRAPHS
DEPARTMENT

THE UNION TRADING
COMPANY LTD.

A Nigerian Craftsman in the Post and Telegraphs Department workshop , Lagos,
constructing wireless apparatus.

The Post and Telegraphs Department of Nigeria is responsible for all
internal postal services by air, road, rail and river; external mails by air
and sea; sale of stamps for postage and revenue; the issue and payment
of postal orders and money orders for Nigeria or abroad; the collection
of Customs duty on parcels 'from abroad; and the issue of Wireless licences.
A Savings Bank with headquarters at Lagos operates at all Post Offices.
The department is also responsible for the c,o nstruction, maintenance and
operation of telegraphs, telephones and wireless for internal communication;
a r adio-distribution service; wireless services for civil aviation, including
aids to navigation, communication with aircraft and with near and distant
aerodromes and the collection and dissemination of meteorological information. The telegraphs, electric block signals and traffic control system of
the Nigerian Railway are also constructed and maintained by the department, and wireless for the Marine and other departments is an additional
responsibility.

Spraying a car and mflking it as good as new in the car
painting Section of the U.T.e. Motor Department.
- -- - 0 - -- - -

If your car gets damaged or is in need of greasing and general
overhaul, our skilled European engineers and African mechanics
are at your service with up-to-date equipment.

--- - -0- - - -

Motor Dept., LAGOS, 2 Joseph St.
'Phone 597
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With over a century of practical experience in the handling of export and import business we are able to provide
a comprehensive banking service and a wide range of
information for the benefit of those who are interested
in trade with any of the following territories, throughout
which the Bank has over 500 offices :THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA . SOUTH WEST
AFRICA' PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA' LIBYA
MAURITIUS . NORTHERN and SOUTHERN
RHODESIA .

NYASALAND

. TANGANYIKA

KENYA . UGANDA . SOMALIA. ERITREA
SUDAN' EGYPT' PALESTINE' CYPRUS' MALTA
GIBRALTAR' BRITISH WEST AFRICA' BRITISH
GUIANA

BRITISH WEST INDIES . NEW YORK

(/---..(-V,MIifA~

{F'
Negative by Lancelot Vining, F.R.P.S ., on l/ford H.P3

,

Something Extra

The ext~a a~r of yitality t?at helps to make certain photographs
fI~ts~n$!lng In theIr class IS a characteristic of negatives taken on
1 ms. ~hether the photographer uses Selochrome for its fine
nor
a -round q)-IahtJes, or Ilford H.P.3 for its extra speed and fully
f~~c~oma~lc c~lou~ re~ponse, he gets a film that for speed, exposure
a dI u eha~ gram SIze IS ~s good as modern manufacturing research
an tec mque can make It.

I LF0 R0
ILFORD

LIMITED

SELOCHROME
&; H.P.3 FILMS

ILFORD

LONDON

BARCLAYS BANK
(DOMINION, COLONIAL AND OVERSEAS)
HEAD OFFICE:

Our Brancht!s in Nigaia are

IBADAN . IJEBU-ODE . JOS . KANO . LAGOS' PORT HARCOURT . ZARIA
wh~re

xxii

54 LOMBARD STREET, LONDON E.C.3

our officials will hi! Klad to gh'r you t!y("ry auistance

xxiii

GETTING about in B!.itain these days - especially
on short, local trips -- is really such a tiresome business
that a car is indispensable.
The surest and most convenient way of
obtaining a new car is through
the U.A.c. Leave Car Service.
It is necessary, however, to
order NOW·- many months
ahead -- as supplies are limited
and bookings heavy.
Consider the advantages of
this Leave Car Service. We
arrange that your chosen
Vauxhall model is available
when you arrive home - licensed, insured,
ready for the road. After your leave, it is
shipped to the Coast for you - tested
and proved, for your next
tour. Finally, your Purchase Tax is fully refunded, and this, you will
find, will more than cover
your total shipping, insurance and licensing costs.

SAfL
~ND

SAVED•I
ELECTROLUX LTD.
153 ' 155 Regent St.,
W.I

ELECTROLUX is more than a food safe
. . . it safeguards your health and saves
your food. Operated by a tiny kerosene
flame or a small electric heating element,
an Electrolux Refrigerator can be used
" up-country" as well as in the town. By
keeping meat, fish and fruit in a good
refrigerator your foods will last longer ...
safe and saved!

E1E~~~~~~
FOR OPERATION BY ELECTRICITY OR KEROSENE
SOLE AGENTS for British West Africa

THE UNITED AFRICA CO., LTD.
and

THE WEST AFRICAN

COLD STORAGE CO., LTD.

(NigEria only) for Sales and Service

MOTOR

-----

DEPARTMENT
THE

UNITED AFRICA COMPANY

~

PRESERVES YOUR FOOD-PROTECTS YOUR HEALTH
LTD .

Branches throughout West Africa
LC-2

xxiv
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For children learlling English in Nigeria

AFRICAN LIFE READERS
Almost all African
children who are
learning to read
English are probably
learning to speak
it for the first time
too, and the African Life
Series of school books has
been based on, an understanding of this factor.
Written exclusively for
African children, the series
teaches them to read and
speak the language in terms
of their own surroundings.

USING ILLUSTRATIONS
Children all the world over love
pictures, and the series contains almost
as many as 200 in its pages. These
have more than ornamental value'
each one is closely connected with th~
reading matter, and is planned to
arouse interest and curiosity, thus

DIRECT METHOD
The method lying behind the Readers
is based upon the principles of see, sqy,
do. In the Primer, for instance, when
learning action words such as go, sit,
stand, the children must perform the
action that the word signifies, repeating it and reading it on a wall card,
at the same time. Questions requiring
verbal answers again encourage pupils
to speak the words they learn. To
help teachers whose experience in this
field may be limited, a Teachers'
Manual accompanying the series discusses the presentation of material and
contains a plan for teaching phonetics.

MAY ' & BAKER LTD.
:~distributors~

MAY & BAKER lWEST AFRICA) LTD., P.O. BOX 154. LAGOS
~~~~1~

xxvi

Prices.
The Primer, Is, 3d. First Reader, Is, 6d.
Second Reader, Is. 9d. Third Reader, Is. 9d.
Teachers' Manual, 2s. 3d.

[;,~~i;;,~;'~~~~-;;;~;~J

VOCABULARY AND GRADATION

manufactured by

opening the door to actual reading.
In the latter part of the course, when
the pupil is learning more words, he
is encouraged to "tell about the pictures "-an activity that helps him to
acquire the habit of thinking in
English.
Like the reading matter,
these pictures depict the life that is
familiar to the African child, and those
parts of it that he enjoys,

The vocabulary of the African Life
Readers reflects the natural environment of the children who use them.
Through the four books a carefullyplanned system of gradation is followed.
This employs an unusual amount of
repetition, which, in past experience,
has proved to be one of the main
features contributing to the success of
the Readers.

I ·
I
7 QUEEN SQUARE,
I
I
LONDON, W.C.I.

1

1
1
1

I
I
I Please send me pos t-free details of the I
I African Life Readers.
1
I
I
Name .. · .... · .... .. .... · .. .. .. · .. .. · ........ ,.. · .... · .. ·· .. ·1

I

I

I
I
I School AddresS" .... , ......... .. ..............................
I

1

L::.::=::.::~'::.::::.::~·~·~·::.::·::.::~::.::~·~'~!:~J
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Make your c~oice

Men who matter

c;). ua tit Ij anci Ua

t

i et Ij

shave with Gillette
Your respect for a man is infiuenced by the way he is
shaved. With a man who matters, you expect his shaving
to be beyond criticism. You can be certain he
uses Blue GiJlette blades- the best and, in
the end, the most economical too.

Blue Gillette
Blades
; Good Mornings' begin with Gillette

A PACKET
TO-DAY!
G.-W.A·3

LAGOS • KANO • IBADAN
xxviii
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THE NIGERIAN RAILWAY
HUMBER, HILLMAN and SUNBEAM TALBOT CARS

HOME LEAVE CAR

A New Locomotive drawing a groundnut train.

AJELE STREET
p.a. Box 767

OR

CAMPOS STREET

LAGOS

Telephone: 321

TELEGRAMS AND CABLES : ROOTESTAVE, LAGOS

PROGRESS
year 1895 saw the commencement of the first 120 miles of
T HE
the Nigerian Railway from Lagos to Ibadan which was opened to
traffic on the 4th March, 1901. By 1912 over 900 miles had been constructed.
The last 98 miles to be built was to N'Guru and was
opened oIl; 1st October, 1930, makin,g a total railway route of 1,903 miles.
PAST

•

PRESENT

1903-28,890 tons of
goods carried and!
100,063 passengers.
1946-1,742,882 tons
of goods carried and
6,234,393 passengers.

DISTRIBUTORS IN NIGERIA FOR ALL
PRODUCTS OF THE ROOTES GROUP

During the year 1903
2,869 tons of English
coal was consumed, today the Railway uses
over 260,000 tons a year
of Nigerian coal from
the Enugu collieries
which now produce
more than 500,000 tons.
per year.

•
COMMER-KARRIER TRUCKS and MUNICIPAL VEHICLES
xxx

AND

XXXl

HIGH QUALITY TOOLS FOR CRAFTSMEN

Head Office in Nigeria:

Lagos, Box 548.
Branches in
Abeokuta, Ibadan. Port
Harcourt. Onitsha. Aba.
Calabar. Jos. Zaria;
Sapele. Kano. Warri and
Benin.
Retail and Wholesale.

* * *
Exporters of
Hides, Skins and
Rubber.

from

,THE ' UNION TRADING Co.
LAGOS -

ABEOKUTA -

IBADAN
xxxii

SHOEMAKERS TO THE WORLD .

LTD.

The British Bata Shoe Co. Ltd., Model Factories
at East Tilbury, Essex, and Maryport, Cumb~rland

NIGERIA
xxxiii

CURTAINS, CUSHION
COVERS., TABLE CLOTHS,
FABRICS
all come
up like NEW
with
FA I R Y

" Protector" Disinfectant will help to
keep you free from seasonable epidemics
whilst, at the same time, it preserves
general standards of hygiene.
P.D.2

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
BACK ISSUES OF
"NIGERIA" ?

DYES.!

Here's how you can brighten your home easily,
q.uickly and at very little expense!
All furnishing fabrics can be given a new lease of life
with Fairy Dyes, and there's a very wide range
of colours . for your selection-31 in all!
Try this home dye, too, for your dresses, your
kiddies' frocks and your menfolks' shirts.
Fairy Dyes are fresh when they reach you because they are packed in glass tubes.

,~he~e i~ ~,steady

demand from readers for back issues of the magazine
Ntg~rta
to make up complete sets and volumes for binding. The Editor
does hts ~est to keep a small supply in reserve for this purpose. The following
are avatlable at 1/- each post free in Nigeria: Nos. 12, 14 (Special Arts
and Cr~fts Issue with coloured plates), 15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 25, 26.
Th~ Edttor (address, Exhibition Centre, Marina, Lagos) wishes to purchase
coptes of Nos. 1, 2 alld 3 and would be pleased to hear from any reader
with copies to dispose of.
xxxiv

All good stores stock Fairy, the old-established
and tested Home Dyes.

FAIRY DYES
F.D.7

xxxv
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THREE LUTTERWORTH BOOKS BY AFRICAN AUTHORS

AFRICAN NEW WRITING
Here is something f,resh in short stories. The a uthors are all Africa ns- t he you ngest nineteen years of
age a nd the oldest sixty-seven, and they come from all walks of life ; Mr. AOOKI, student of librarianship
from Nigeria; Mr. ALU KO , engineering student, also from Nigeria; Mrs. DA NQUAIl, widely known through
t he West African Press; Mr. EKWENSI, science teacher at Igbobi College, Lagos; Miss ITA YE MI , pupil
teacher at Queen 's Col1ege, Lagos; Mr. MOIKANGOA now retired after a distinguished and varied career;
a nd lastly Mr. OLUWA, a civil servant with farming ambitions. Their style is distinctive a nd powerful ,
and their African skill in characterization and their sense of fun will compel interest.
5.5. net

AFRICAN PROBLEMS

MARTIN KATAMBA

AN AFRICAN IN EUROPE

MARTIN KATAMBA

The ~u thor was one .of the most s igni~cant figures of East Africa. In this book he looked at Africa's past,
descnbed the changmg scene- and tried to look ahead to sp.e what was in store for the coming generation.
Is. 9d. net
The diary of a visit to E ngland and the Continent in 1936. The a uthor wrote of a n African recording his
observations for the informa tion of his fellow co untrymen.
1s. 9d. net

EDUCA TlONAL BOOKS

A GEOGRAPHY OF BRITISH WEST AFRICA

H. DALLIMORE

A thoroughly revised and up-to-date edition, for use in the schools of VVes t Africa.

TROPICAL HYGIENE FOR SCHOOLS (New Edition)

3s. net

•
,
,:

:

I
.,.1'.:

;

i

,.,:

l

ALBAN ]. E. WINTER

,•

.. Should prove invaluable to the teachers "-Colonial R eview. .. Useful suggestions ... a nd the chapter
on arithmetical equipment is particularly helpful " - Int. Review of Missions .
65. net

,.

A GUIDE BOOK FOR AFRICAN TEACHERS
;

H . ]. E. DUMBRELL

"Full of practical suggestions " - Journal of Education.
2s. net ;
English prices are quoted .
Orders should be placed through your nearest bookshop.
;.
:
LUTTERWORTH PRESS
LONDON AND REDHILL
ENGLAND.
L..~.~....................................~......................~.~.......~................~........~.~..............J
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subject is clearly
vides not only a
tion of the prin.
also suggests its
ingswithremark.

ZOO" SERIES OF
ANIMAL PI CTURES
"

IN COLOURS

treated and profine representacipal subject but
natural surroundab le fidelity.

These charts may also be used in conjunction with the BRITISH CONSTRUCTIONAL FILMS LTD. series of ZOO FILMS specially productd for Primary
Schools. Leaflets and specimen teaching notes are available on request.
SUBJECTS:

E. ]. EVANS

Written with a view to the needs of tropical countries, this book meets the requirements of the present
ed ucational codes.
Illus ., 4s. net

THE AFRICAN PRIMARY SCHOOL (Second imp. )

',:
I

This series of illustrations is accurate in every respect and may be employed
with perfect confidence in Geographical and N atural History Lessons.
Each

Elephants.
Giraffes.
Zebras.
Sea Lions.

Pelicans.
Bears.
Camels.
Kangaroos.

Llamas.
Bison.
Cape Buffaloes.
Yaks.

Penguins.
Ostriches.
Lions.
Tigers.

Per Chart

Size 30 X 20 ins.

PUILIP &

Antelopes.
Deer.
Monkeys.
Apes.

2s. 3d.

TAfJEY LTD.

69 to 79 . FULHAM HIGH STREET, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.6
ENGLAND
~
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o
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He

.IS

happy
because he
is healthy!

Wise mothers use Lifebuoy Soap to help
keep their children fit and well. Its antiseptic lather gets rid of dirt and the germs
that dirt contains. Guard your child's
health by using Lifebuoy Soap regularly.

Ground Nuts. Cocoa Beans.
or any other commodity.

LIFEBUOY SOAP

w. & TJ AVERY, LIMITED
Soho Foundry. Birmingham 40. England
xxxvi
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HE.ALTH

Here it is!

THE

Here is an antiseptic deadly to germs but kind and
• gentle to you.
, Dettol ' has solved the great problem in antisepsis: how to, destroy the germs without injuring
the human tissues they have invaded. Alike in
minor accident and major operation doctors and
surgeons rely on this powerful weapon in their fight
against septic infection.
On the cut or scratch that may fester, in the: room
from which sickness may spread, on your own hands
when you act as nurse, the prompt and proper use
of 'Dettol' may save you months of worry, pain
and danger.

@SERVICE

1848 A Century of Bookstall Service 1948

News from Home

Established 1880
The Leading Suppliers of all descriptions of

KIT and EQUIPMENT
NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS
and BOOKS

..

INSURANCES OF ALL KINDS

••
TAXIDERMY

Keep a bottle always handy.
THREE REASONS

DETTOL
REGD

THE MODERN ANTISEPTIC

The country man abroad has to forgo his
Cricket on the Village Green, but he need
not forgo the pleasure of reading his
favourite English newspapers and periodicals- they can be sent to him, regularly,
through Smith's Subscription Newspaper
Service.

why 'Dettol' is now being used in all the leading
hospitals of Great Britain and throughout theEmpire.
I 'Dettol ' antiseptic is deadly to the gernls that cause
so many septic infections.
2 ~ Dettol 'is non-poisonous and is kind and gentle to
human tissues.
3 (Dettol' is pleasant and agreeable and does not stain
either linen or the skin.
u

Should you require Insurance Cover

MA Y WE SERVE YOU?

GRIFFITHS, MCALISTER

SPECIMEN
ANNUAL
SUBSCRIPTION
RATE S Including Postage
COUNTRY LIFE - - - - - 112/8
FIELD - - - - - - - - 89/ILLUSTRATED LONDON NE\'I;S
101/PUNCH - - - - 36/6
SKETCH
- - - 48 /9
SPHERE - - - 97 /6
SPORT & COUNTRY
52/TATLER
- - - 97/6
BRITANNIA & EVE
26/6
STRAND MAGAZINE
16/6
WOMAN & BEAUTY
13/6
WOMAN'S JO U RNAL
27/Our Postal Press Guide 10 Subscriptions for Overseas
Addresses is obtainable free on request from

W. H. SlUl'l'" &

Lm.

10, lOa & 11 W ARWlCK STREET,
REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.l.
also at
29 & 31 Manestys Lane, Liverpool 1.

SON,

SUBSCRIPTION
NEWSPAPER SERVICE
12

STRAND HOUSE,
LONDON, W.C.2.
ENGLAND

DRYAD HANDICRAFTS
EDUCATIONAL CONTRACTORS FOR THE SUPPLY
OF ALL CRAFTWORK MATERIALS AND APPARATUS

We have hehind us a record
of over 200 years

SERVICE

NURSERY TOYS AND EQUIPMENT
NEEDLEWORK SPE C IALlSTS

Write or telephone for advice
in connection with

ANY INSURANCE YOU WISH TO PLACE

PUBLISHERS OF BOOKS ON CRAFTWORK

ROYAL EXCHANGE ASSURANCE

DRYAD LTD.

P.O. Box 112

Lagos Branch Office:
31 Marina
Accra District OJlWe:
Horse & Pagan Road
xxxviii

DEPT. II

Tel. 231
Tel. 272

SAINT NICHOLAS ST., LEICESTER, ENGLAND
LONDON:

22 BLOOMS·BURY ST., w.e.1
xxxix

LTD.

Haemi"a" Books

SU PPLI ES

O~F

SPOKEN ENGLISH
ARTHUR MELVlLLE CLARK, M.A., D.Phil.

ARTISTS' MATERIALS
ALWAYS AVAILABLE

A grammar, illustrated from good modern colloquial English for
students with some formal knowledge of the language. Without
over-simplifying, the author concentrates on rules rather than
exceptions. The detailed table of contents is an aid to easy
reference.
15s. net.

COMMON ERRORS IN GOLD COAST
ENGLISH
P. P. BROWN, B.A., and J . SCRAGG, M.A.
Previous editions of Common Errors in Gold Coast English are
recognised to have played their part in the marked improvement
in the English spoken, written and taught in the Gold Coast. It
is hoped that this Third Edition will be even more useful, for it is
practically a new book. The section on tenses has been veTY
much enlarged and entirely rewritten and now provides guidance
for the use of every English tense in almost every possible sentence.
Prepositions are dealt with more thoroughly and systematically.
The whole book has been revised and rearranged to bring it in
line with modern conditions.
6s. net.

THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE
w. L.

SUMNER.

This book deals with practical science without laboratory
accommodation, the" manufacture" of apparatus, demonstration
lessons, science in girls' schools, lesson notes and preparation,
science libraries, etc.
7s. 6d. net.

WHY THE LION ROARS
And Other African Animal Stories
G. N. LANSD OWN.

C.M.S. BOOKSHOP

The twenty fables in this book are taken from African folklore,
and have been retold in simple English that will easily be understood by those whose reading ability in this language is still
limited. The majority of the stories have been broadcast in
Africa, New Zealand, Australia and America, and their delightful
combination of charm, humour and interest has already won
them success. The book has at least one black-and-white
illustration on every page-opening.
1s. 3d. net.

Applications for catalogues should be sent to

LAGOS
xl

Haemi"a" a"d

()o.~

Ltd.

St ..1Vlartin's Street, London, W.C.2 .

JOHN HOLT & CO.
(Liverpool) LIMITED
POUNDED IN 1862

•

An
Independent
family Entel'prise
•
FOI'

85 yeal's
Specialists in
Courtesy and Pel'sona'
Hel'vice
ESI AB LIS H E IJ 1N
: : GOLD COAST : :
BRITISH TOGOLAN/)
FRENCH TOGOLAND
'IAHOMEY :: NIGEHlA
BRITISH CAMEHOONS
FllENCH CAMEROONS
..
GABOON

ROYAL LIVER BtIILDING
LIVERPOOL, ;)
Published by the GOVIlRNMEN'r OF

l ' JGF.RJ A,

and Printed by A , B ROWN & SONS, LTD. , London and Hull .

